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totem which were
to M. Witte by Baron Ko-
yesteabay„ have become known
been been. cabled to the Czar.
linden Plenipotentiaries,
the Japanese terms were i
min called in _the five expect
attached to the rniseion and
e afternoon in the cou-
sin terms. Meantime
had bei.n placed in ci-
end stabled, to the Clef with M.
iOnt's persouat recommendations.
Itip hoped that a reply wibl be re-
from the Emperor+ tomoroiw,
yifitich case M. Witte expects to
the Russian response reedy by
y. but it is not unlikely that
y. being the first anniversary
birth of the Crareviteh, the
of the repby will be de-
1 Monday Meantime the
aeries will not meet unless
antapected neeeseity for a eon-
should arise_
M. W(tte's instructions it is
:t to accept the two principal
ns• providing for the surveri-
s lor of Sakhalin Island and the pay-
t of the indemnity, courteously
reimbursement. So - further
from St. Petersburg /Mist
livegittat
apanese plenipotentiar.es
the slightest annoyance
J•ct of a few dire delay.
realize bow @Motes the issoe is
aaeleare perfectly willing to give their
an coileagues ample time for
dcmnit
ion of Russia
nag peninnita.
Eustuation of entire
UTIA.
priiVince of
in watera,of Siberian
.4074Ipan of kn.-
peisternet.
dots Pupae kuseia's naval
In eastern waters.
esninroite eery, severe, bat
so •dliptspionn." The mat-
ao.hgleppnitl is mentioned, bet
-Islip is same* elesesInfl
&elms that the expects
"•jtoiath-d for her expenlit-
• peace confer.
mug yesterday,
d they would not
tht and they /Auld
Japanese tees" *mod an St-
and the **one( territory.
• thelitst. hams good Japanese
etittreets,-It be. ede4eds. that the
inktiotent OSA c4r skibpd would 'be,.
ot $thoo,osoteho. las
IfiC islisked, b*'
ide ettt that there must be an
der
iliands for Pea*
• these Nets are two fur-
brew that show that kuisia
Sior,pesve and will get it, if post&
0* the ictst Jame she cao.
els kinglets, had the Jae-
Am* Vet Ware say cossustr
of theft' wee made to the
..__.. dike Illit tothe czar
alMelthh le NM Me*,
"Aiti.t listd ;!e
Xistasyith -alithatity lab
' OW lildlev.the ',Mistime
• 
-" subject to
tered by fie; Ilielelligtoti, head of t
Russo-1AP~ Wet Bureau of
formation, today. Mr. Headwall'
diately after a Wafer-
Yeetasa, the ge
to give out ail
pre SC
lations
n. Mr. Ve-
nial& assured me that Japan has
asked no excessive indemnity. Mr.
H a starlet/ continued
Net Be Reduced.
nt demanded yesterday
will not be reduced:. It is no more
than Japan, ata a victorious nation, has
a night, to expect. The amount of the
indemnity is ueknown -to rte."
As to The term, of peace, I th!nk
that Prof. Takasugi, quoted in the
paper* of yesterday, is right regaed-
ing everything except the indemnity.
Mr. Yemeni 'would say nothing about
the probsbility of peace.
The officers in the Portsmouth na
yard would like to know who is r
sponsible for displaying the Japanese
Rag during the reception to the en-
voys on Tuesdey. It happened this
sway: The railing of the walk leading
from the landing to the shore was
*sped with American flags. To fall
out, every Rag that could be found in
the eard was used, care being taken.
however, to pun cover tlie foreign ban-
ners that only hits of red. white or
bane btrnting could be seen. One of
the. ensigns the. used was the stun
flag of Japan. and a mischievous
zephyr blew aside tlijk
tier concealing h. lib
tilatiaries had already pow
this happened, but the jtber offi
of both embasnee saw and won
at this display of the colore of one
the warring empires. It is said t
the man in charge of the de cora tie)
was admonished to be a great deal
the future.
M. JOE KLEIN WAS CALLED
of the
air ewl. .gorerner hod the sight.-PrOleeted
most ko#ea4fse *Mae of
Last. stotthinted lidiec IWO*much
timie,tq• mai* .1.,gismaaystili a number Of
,
Poo"
most cherosiaglaanag
*ace hated Asti the
ofeshis naoraing. The ve
ception entensittat lase **billowy:Mr.
and Mrs. James-Z. SIttetheekt Mr. 
andMrs. Jos. L Friedman, Mr: and
Ma. Robert B. Phillips, Me.
Muscoe Burnett, Mr. atid M
Gregory, Miss Emma Reed, M
deirs Fowler.
A Surpthe Musicale.
One of the most enjoyable musical
entiertainntents of the South
some time took place Thursday
Mg at the home of Mr. and Mrs. F.
L Ray, of 2os Hares avenue. Mrand Mrs. John D. Ray and mir. vergt
Owens with their riseesic-al iru-
EGIST R.
T. 12. 19uo.
the extent of the horror became
kn.(wn there was much excitement
mentos surprised the former couples
'SULTAN OF M'OROOCO &E-d them Other neighbors
ped in and the evening was
spent by sweet music. The
visfit Mae greatly enjoyed arel it was
vote4 that they return again sboctly.
'Compliments:I Dance.
tt evening at the Knights of
Pythias hall the young Jewish- men of
the city gave a most pkasarse dance
complimentary to Miss Tda Salina, of
Chicago, who is the guest of her
cotran, Mrs. Joseph Desbergor. The
affair was well attended,
ricarl&)-s deafen
.Illortdrig Card
Marjorie Bagby will
at cards at -her borne on Broadway
this morning in honor of her guest,
Mi.-- Bruce Vs'earen, of Cairo.
STREET CAR DERAILED.
Many Pasisengers Compelled to Trans
fer—A Bad Place.
Was a Well noire lAdy Who
Had Lived aksts seaf Number
- _
an hoor, though she Imo been corn-
eleitilltig slightly for several days,
dam Julia Weld Klein died Toilet-
day afternoon sot 3 o'clock. at the fain
ihr Mew on Harrison street between
Sixth and Seareuth. The cause of
Isle death welt Presloneeett as &Pito-
PaeltY--
The deemed ores fortnerly Miss
Jelia Hecht and wets • member of the
wdl known family 6f that name. She
cam* hare wheel at• you ltit woman with
the miser member, of the family, aild,
Osumi feats once was happily unitad
le anessiageto Mr. Joseph Klein, tick
weil knoWn cigar dealer and tobts:
caplet, whose piece of huskies* is cm
snitch Third street near Kentucky
avenue. She leases her letsband and
a little son as wet/ se two brothers
Messrs. Max and Herman Hiethe of
St- Louis, and onti sister, Mhos Att-
ette Reedit, also of St. Leak. She
a sister of Mr. Oscar Kahnis
e spd *Loci of the late Mr. -
chtouthiso died in St Lohis
.
*telt* into eld-,whett)
 w
now livisg_kete. ter% Klein was a will be appreciated by an anxious pttb-most texMost lirtly tied had a large lk.
liat el Minch volits will deeply retied.
her iihetfi. • 1 
..
The funeral wiltocaar Sunday
hag 0 to o'Cloch. Services will ',The of Public Work,/ Will
calleicterl it the felliallY tieFitle ' fh ng at about to sOelgek
'the Wrist lin be in the /twit& cit4J to e in the city hat Ike
One of be street cars, No y35, was
derailed yesterday about tt o'clock on
the curve at the bridge rear the Illi-
nois Central depot. The car
fined vitt§ passengers wbo
in on the It :to train from the
ar;t. tfiely were compelled to walk to
the next car. a distance of several
blocks. It required some tittle time
to get the car on Ow trspie again. Ons
person whose name we haled to.lnexes
is alleged to have fallen from the car
and injured Ms kg. The cause of the
de/anima* was the spreading of the
The tar necks at this point need
attentjost- anl• should ba remedied Oft
cossee.:The eity dada horst the tmotter
befcidi Went and are endk-avoring to
se th
The c is desirous that the street
eiatter settledd .
tar comma and I. C. railroad mast
in defrying the expense, of heat-ing down the present . bridge and
make on* of stone. The railroad tom
pany infers to furnish the motetial
for tete ballasting but so far the street
r company has note-announced WW1
Maned to do. The aldermen hoe
*ad a ‘tend*n before
.htifbe &we aid
reedit to the 'street car earn
board of public works.
settlement of the matter
CURSE LARGE LOAN IN
GERMANY.
Kaiser'sillemment Pays No Atten-tion to Prince's Note of Confer-
ence, Which Also Displeases.
. Paris, Aug. ii 
—The statement that
German bankers have advanced a
perional kran of $2.500oloo to the sul-tan ot Morocco, although no4 con-
firmed officially, is arousing inchg-
napt comment, corning after assur-
ances that the status quo was to re-
main unaffected until the holding of
the international conference.
It le pointed out that the legality
.if tlt log% is contestable, the po-i-
On of the snitart since the last inter
i,nal conference being similar ti
t of the khedive of Egypt, Ismail- -
ho reigned frQrn 11353 to 1/37q---at
the per;od when the powers inter-
vened the regulation of Egyptian
fioanc, s it
 (,rder to prevent the per-
sonal t•Ctrevagance of the edive.
Me.inwhile. Germany has not yet
repliri! t-i the last French note re-
gardroz the conference. This deay.
it is believed, is because Germany is
submitting the French proposals to
the stiltati before responding to them.
Arrisrding to semiofficial achrices the
sultan showing more and more a
rreerkea opposition to the proposed
conference and to any consideration
ocean refer.
auks
U o• ,300.00
to • e solnin,o1 IJIbtrocco, according
4,1'enort 'Artelated on the bourse
fodat. are Mkailfemblek& Co., 'Reich-
r & cm; obi Vacant° Geiiff-
sod the Berfhser Handel, Gm-
eltstiraft The Nam is regarded as
having politlaal a nail as financial
value for Germeni, as it will inereale
the interest of the AKCIPift in Momoc-
co.
NEW mug irrAsul
•
Opened on Noah'
 Third Street by
• Gentlemen,rout 'Ohmic
010111010101111,
Ifessre. Ghent & Elliott, of Ma-
rion, Ill., have opelded up a sale sta-
ble in the Pryor Amilding on North
Third street. Thew gentlemen are
expcienced stock &silent and intend
to & a large finilliitenn Mr. Gitent
smell known in Western Kentucky
among the eaSo011etlenste soldiers.
Ile Wes arnotag .thtrIew who went
front Wiiliamis4 tottpty, Ill, to the
sou* to enliar. ISte Confederate
awl*. fie is a.tollIttleenthed and gen-
ial -business nuI lied geellettlent and
be together with Me.'dilifolt, are wel-
comed among Me midst Ife. Elliott
is well-known tokili. Henry Brush,
of the city.
YOCUED AND WIN. BRIDE
Ihtploret Field win Nis Pot-
yew', of liltsdiridt.
New York, 'Aug. ni--,2(syrs of the
resent of Anthoery Pialaaseid of the
eittond Zeiglet etestra in Jearch
the North pale, caused
In
The farmers of Sharpe, Marshall
county, are greatly atarrnled over an
epidemic of what some call "lung fe-
ver" among the hogs, causing the
stOck to die in enormous numbers.
For several week's this unknown and
puzzling p!ague has been paying
havoc with the hogs. One physician
has pronounced it spinal meningitis.
Mr. Billy Nfiller, one of the most
vomit, l.,ig raisers, has lost heav-
ily. 1 isoi, 'hat be ha= lost by
thi:, dist a-e was • t*-•:()
Elev. F F Johiist
al, ... :togs t •t•
ii a hog
 
i -eizedi with this new
they very frequently die
t , ' .• sorime 
, kinds of
hut to fin
RuCctit)y the far- .rs of that
11:•1\ hiii7S from
• them
11 thls .i.iteti
t
rifler; are
rreaCi: ,:i-tre,,ed and are using ev-
ery remedy prescribed to stop it.
Heretofore a victim of the di-case
never ree.-A'ered, 'but the form ap-
pears ihtly milder ant the spread
abating
NEGRO BRUTE BURNED
BY TEXAS MOB
-
, 11 --
Iiin \VHI..aap.., ,i!tarigeti. with
:ott•mt•fi'i aS.::Y:‘,1
hr r:
as btiriied 1itie stake 71 the court
syrare niday. armed
horenicri .iiaidtitri the iini.grci Ile
'A-;1, burned l•eti ire an itrin•iii,c
FOUND GUILTY OF BREACH
OF ORDINANCE AND OR-
DERED SOLD.
Yesterday was hog day in one re-
spect in police court. Five hogs
were registered on the books, but
nothing but their description WAS
given. The charge preferred was
breach of ordinance. They are to be
advertised and if the owners fail to
call for them before Attgust 14, they
will be sio:d by Chief Collins to the
highest bidder.
George Ilarsteiton, for a breach of
the peace, was fined $20 and costs,
and reeocrnized under a $300 bond for
his good behavior for 12 months to-
wards Nola Smith. lie was also tined$5 few a d,rtnik• and disorderly charge.
He was captured yesterday by Du-
gan and fire-sian.
Lxvcren,e Dungey, for using in-
sulting language, was lined $t and
costs,.
The ease, continued were Mitch
Caldwell, Kelly Jackson and Will
Overton. breach of the peace
Arrests.
Joe Lunderman, crdored was ar-
rested last night by Singery anti
Hurley. He lives on Jone, street,
between Eighth and Ninth stric..t,
and was charged with throwing rock,
at father and mother, William
and Mary Lunderman.
Frank Stevenson and daughter.
Magic, went on ,the fighting path
yesterday afternoon in Mechanics-
burg and after abusing and threaten-
ing Mfg. Denfrigton, of Mill street,
was arrested by Constable Shelton.
They executed bond for their appear-
ance for trial before Justice Young
Monday afternoon at :3o o'clock.
Took Negro to Miestaidppi.
Deputy Sheriff T. P. McArthur, of
• Deka, Was., left early -this maiming
linn with - Jim Smith, aka, "Jobbo,"
Ties. charged with the murder of Tom
II* Hardin, colored. The- officer has
We been here several days waiting to re
.kepticeive requisition papere
OF CONTR.0
FEELING OF OPTIMISM GROW-
ING AMONG NEW ORLEANS
Large Death Rate Is Consi
THE MANY -
DECLARED NO SURPRIS
New Orleans,. Aug. rt.—Except
reports of the *beady progress of
work of the federal authorities in their
effort to get in touob with every noo
and corner where disease may taus
the freer situation here wee basest
development* today. As the
pass with a steady beefeater in
death percentage. the • ofism increases. ;-
appears in Newi
bet, and the heel
therefore ample time 04 demo
that a serious visit of yellow fe
controllable. They continue roafiif their ability to prove it.
The emptoyment of a large no
of people in sanitary work has
ally given some
and dishonest
nation. and some Ye,
reported of thefts Where the
reprooanted thenmelvee se
Abe cleaning no
keepers have been wa
only those persons to enter
uses who are equipped with
authority from the boa '
and the federal a
Rep ores compiled by tir:.
that a vast amount of work hlicen (lore! in the nutter of s,
cistern,: The depleted wire
has not been refilled. hut
.v14 property holder,. hay
wrig 'her cistern-,
I rows lie territory
repiirts are .aff a nu:Irked
mosquitoes Tit corn
the crusade against e
(ffort to he m:ide to
hi.11tler- pledge them -
i•olphur in every,
csiltin the next.
Number of Cases No S
New (Means, Au'. 14771
situation shows nu
though the record
presetting twent
water mark
ton. The
in the least
and ore Dr. souse -r %bit teixx yctets
daily 
a He
that t hf• totals in the last
indicate that the physician, are
in line and reporting their -
he expects as a result
traordinary work which is
will begin to show rt.-I-web earlier 
mightotherwise be expected. '
as the deaths are kept clowdri
thorities will be free loom alarni oV
the situation.
Sort* concern Las been felt
the state insane asylum at Jack
La . Where there are 1,500
but Supt. Hayes reports that:
not a single suspicious case t
Though the whole-ale
other houses here have
vcrely by the quarantines,
closed many towns to th
tv,iiiiced that they luve d
three no salaries nor to .t.its
forces. Drummers in t
who are unable to mos.., fr.(
to pace, have been th
continue on the iilary list-.
irr Tichenor and the yellow fe
nurses sent from here are at Bo ••
Ann, and confidence is being restored
there Conditions are not so bad 33
they were expected to be found.
irliore have been no new rases, and
the two casem undo* treatment have
been segregated and screened.
The colored population of Franklin.
La., the home of Senator Foster, have
set a fine example. They have -held a
mats meeting and volunteered to
clean the whole town under the su-
pervision of s white foreman.
Reports form Texas say that Dr.
Tabor has no writs& to bar freight
from here carried by the Southern
Pacifit, but that passengers are, slip-
ping across the line on freight 'mains,
and that if the road does not put a
stop .to the practice there will be a
revival of the embargo against
freight. The railroad officials are to
(Continued one Page Pour.)
Gigantic Graft?'
14 IN •
se THE PRIVATE CAR LINE
SYSTEM AND IT
MUST GO.
Conclusion of the Interstate Com-
merce After Prolonged Inquiry-
Orders for Uniform Rate.
NVaehington, Aug. ii..-That the pri
Nate car line system is a gigantic
''graft" imposed on the shippers of the
land and that this graft must go,. is
the conclusion of the loterstate Com-
merce Commission, reached after a
•prolonged inquiry covering all the big
fruit shipping centers of the country.
If the commission has its way the
private car lines as such must go out
of businees. The cornmis,sioners are
in thorough accord on this proposi-
tion. They believe that fair condi-
tions for the shippers of perishable
products cannot exist while the con-
trol of such trade is farmed out by the
railroads to private car lines. There-
fore, they say, the railroads should
take over the businet,s and shoudl be
the responsible agents in transporting
iced seocxis, as they are in transport-
ing other grades of freight.
These facts are stated on the most
ei,•ect information available. The
-r.-raission will soon take active steps
ard the solution of the private car
leen along these lines.
• recent Southern and Western
• f Commissioners. Cockrell and
• s about completed the investi-
Ito the fa. They vieited
usta, Louisville, Little
•,ieja Kansan City, and pre
.- • ;es covered condition's in
e Michigan fruit belt and
.17., • : .
. .;-ye a 1, ."
ye been 1;a: • in Washington for ten
lys stsperh, this; work, and
.hey will be greedy for tile next step
probably early in September.
This step will coneet in bringing
the railroads and private car lines be-
fore the commission to make answer
to charges of extortionate icing rates,
and, in some castes rebating, the cherg
Cs being based upon the facts devel-
oped during the investigation. It is
rot believed that any answer can be
/elide on the main point, which is that
every fruit center has been made to
pay extortionating icing charges,
amoursting often to double and treble
the actual freight. Thens an order
will be issued by the commission re-
quiring the railroads to handle their
fruit business themselves, to supply
cars and ice and to charge a fair and
uniform rate for ice thus, supplied.
Of course, the cominission, as mat-
ters now stand, has res power to en-
force such an order, nor has it the
oister to name a fair icing charge. But
it is expected drat, despite these facts,
such action will accomplish the de-
sired end. The railroad officials are
waling to take over the refrigerator
business and agree that the private
car companiesiihireild be eliminated.
The Michigan Central hes already
Litt the example *his season, and is us-
ing ts own reirgerator cars, chergng
$.-5o a ton fir ice actually coneurned.
The Central by thee practice, bas.11110re
than cut in half the former cost to the
shippers per car. The commarsioners
fully believe thaott other reach will fol-
low in the wake of the Michhgan Cen-
tral
.-d J. T. Marchand,
die commission, are
ess : Southwestern field
s • -•••-'; sal details conoerie
int! of this year's fruit
But t: .eork is supplemental
earamer. remains only to whip
mei p of . a obtained into some
d. The cotniniesioners
CHINA MUCH BEWILDERED.
Cannot Understand Why She Is Not
in the Negotiations.
Pekin, Aug. 11.-The Chinetie gov-
ernment is mach bewildered over it
inehilkty to' participate in the' peace
ttegotiationis at Portsmouth. To a
degree an estrangement toward Japan
has resulted and- Japan's irritation, t
the tinpkasant **nation., as expressed
liy Count Oktema and °there, has
deeply the Chinese government.
China's foreign minister, Na-tong, leis
called upon the Japanese minister to
China and expressed his deep regret,
saying that his government desires a
renewal of the former close relatiem-
ship between the two nations. The
foreign mince/ter air, invited the Jap-
o,,--- --'eloer and all the Japanese It
gai on to his villa for lavish- entertain--
Met*.
Social Distinction*.
"It is very wrong for one woman
to try to get another woman's serv-
ants away from her," said the Rev.
Anna Shaw, of the American Wom-
an', Suffrage Association, says an ex-
change. "ft is very wrong and it
creates a good deal of !had feeling.
"Two women of my acquaintance
lived near one another and were the
best of friends, bin the fleet envied
the second her cook. She actually
went to see that cook rifle morning
land offered her more money than she
was then getting. Rut the loyal cook
declined to change her place
"Two or three (lays later the two
women met at a dinner party, and
itie .eecond cut the first dead."
" Why, Mrs. Jones,' said the hos-
tess. 'you know Affli, Brown, don't
foe?'
/ "Mrs. Jones, with a !miff, replied:
-1 'believe not. She sometimes
calls on my cook, I understand.'"
PalihetAc Story
RETIRED AND AGED EX-BRO-
KER IS COMMITTED TO
ALMS HOUSE.
Quit Business Years Ago and Lived
Long Enough to Use Up His
Means.
New York, Aug. 1.-Wearing pat-
ent leather shoes, a sightly frayed
coat and a high that, which was a
bit rusty, J. T. Rapelee, a retired bro-
ker, 82 years of age, applied yester-
day to the commissioner of charities'
in New Rochelle for commitment to
the almohouse. Struck by the unusu-
al air ,of dignity and refinement, the
commissioner asked the aged appli-
cant to tell his story.
"You really don't mean that you
want to go to the poorhouse?" the
commissioner queried.
"Yes, sir, I most emphatically do.
I want to.keep my self-respect and do
not wish to be dependent on relatives
or friends. As I have paid taxes all
my life I think that now, when I h-ave
no more money, it is the duty of the
community to care for me."
Slowly Lives Up Capital.
Asked how he came to lose his
money, Rapelee said he formerly had
been at the head of a brokerage house
in this city, made a comfortable fort-
une and retired. For a time he lived
at the best hotels, but gradually en-
croachedon his capital and slowly re-
ceded to cheaper quarters. The in-
come from his funds was insufficient
even then and during the past fifteen
years his capital slowly dwindled,
until yesterday only 7 cents remained..,
When he figured years ago on al-
ways being in good circumstances,
Rapelee said he never dreamed of liv-
ing to pass the four-score mark, so
that his calculations went far amiss.
For two months he had been living
in a boardingshouse in New Rochelle,
but yesterday he was told he would
have to move, as he was a week be-
hind in his rent.
Takes Trunk to Almshouse.
Corternissioner Scharp said he would
commit the man to the almshouse,
temporarily at least.
"May I get my trunk?" Rapelee
asked.
He was given permission, and for
the first time in' the history of the
Wineheeter almshouse it received an
inmate who tame with a trunk.
PROSECUTION NOT DROPPED
Congressman Rhinock After Partner
of the Late Robert Criswell.
New York, Aug. t1.-At tire reqtaest
of District Attorney Kroft!, Congress
man Rhinock today agreed to prose-
cute Robert A. Irving, business part-
ner of the late Robert Criswell, whole
tregic death terminated the legal pro-
ceedings brought against him for the
publication in the New Yorker of a
libelous paragraph concerning Con-
gressman Rhinock, Congressman
Longworth, Miss Alice Roosevelt and
sothers. An officer of the distnct at-
torney's office irmnediately startled
out to find Irving. Isvino was recent-
ly a solkitor for "Facer and Fancies,"
pabkehed by editors connected with
Town Topics. There will be further
proceedings in the case directed
against G. Mortimer Roe, now in Cal-
ifornia, who wrote the letter contain-
ing the misinformation on which the
paragraph against Congressman Rhin-
ock was based. It is not yet decided
whether proceedings egainst him strati
be begun in the eciures of New York
county or in the federal courts.
FAVOR KENTUCKY MATERIAL.
Frankket, Ky., Aug. to.--President
R. P. Taylor, of the General Supply
and Construction company, of New
York, the sitccessfue bidder for build-
ing the new capitol, stated that sit is
his purpose to tese Kentucky material
in the building wherever available, and
to give a preference bo the contractors
of ease slate on any web-contract% and
to use the workmen of the date in
putting up the structure. Representa-
tives of a number of the low bidders
on portion, of the work were here
yesterday for the purpose of present-
ing their figures to the sticceseitil con-
hector, but he announced • that he
would net for some time take any
steps as to subletting any of /the work.
Bathers Who Sleep Floating.
"To fall asleep on the waves is not
an impossibility," staid, an Atlantic
City life guard. "On the srm-warmed
billows on an August afternoon I
once floated off to sleep, and when 1
awoke I was nearly half a mile ant
at sea. I know a Camden man who
often takes a floating nap off Chel-
sea.
A good many people can't float,
even though they can swim. They
can't fin-at because they keep the line
of the body, from head to heel, Miff
and straight. The line should be kept
craved a little-it should resemble a
very broad. V-antl, all the muscles
should be loose, relaxed. It is easy
to float. I 'have taught many chil-
dren of 6 and 7 years to do it"-
Philadelphia Bulletin.
The word "tip" origirseeed in the
old Eriglieh coffee homes. At the
door of these coffee houses was a box
made usually of braise, with a lock
old key. It had !engraved upon it
the letters "T. I. P." (ollerved the
slope between the letters ---"10 In-
srre Promptness." Cutsorners, as
they passed tout, dropped a coin in
for the waiter. Hence the word "tip."
TAKE
Lemon Chill Tonic
For that Tired Feel-
ing, Loss- of 'Appetite,
Nervous Depres sion
and Spring Fever.
Guaranteed to cure
Chills and Fever. For
sale by All Drug Stores
Price 50c per Bottle.
C. B. Hatfield
IS WRITING INSURANCE FOR
THE NORTHWESTERN MU-
TUAL LIFE OF MILWAUKEE.
HE SOLICITS YOUR BUSINESS.
YOU WILL DO WELL TO SEE
HIM. ROOM 13, TRUEHEART
BUILDING. OLD PHONE, OF-
FICE, itc9; RESIDENCE, 316,
Four Cents a Pound
SEND 'YOUR ROUGH DRY
LAUNDRY TO THE PADUCAH
TOILET SUPPLY COMPANY,
FOUR CENTS A POUND. SPOT-
LESS WORK AND PROMPT DE-
LIVERY. OLD PHONE tars.
111inois Central R. R.
Atlantic City-All trains of August
loth, round trip $at.55 in connection
with B. & 0. S.-W. R. R. from Louis-
ville .and on all trains leaving that
place August loth, good returning for
12 days.
For further particulars apply,
J. T. Donovan, Agt. Paducah, Ky.
G. C. Warfield, T. A.. Union depot.
GREEN GRAY
"The Old Reliable Barber," the
"King of Razors," has moved from
408 Broadway to 109 South Fourth
street (red front) and wishes to wel
come all his obi friends and custom-
DR. W. C. EUBANKS,
(Homeopathist.)
Office 306 Broadway-Pnone 120.
Residence, 819 Broadway.
Phone 149-
D. 0. Ir'ARK
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW,
PADUCAH. KY.
General Practice.
308-210 Fraternity Building.
Office also Park Meg, Mayfield Ky
S. W. Arnold
The real estate agentsi, has S175.0es
worth of city property for sale and
thirty-five farms; also the.. safes.
Houses for rent.
Telephone. old. P865.
Democratic Speaking.
The city candidates for the various
offices to be voted for at the demo-
cratic primary Aug. 21 will speak at
folowing time and place. Everybody
invited to come out and hear them.
The speakings will occur at 8 o'clock
p. m at the places and on the dales
below given;
C. freight shed, Sixth and below
Trimble, August 12.
Gallman's, corner Twelfth and Bur-
nett, August 14.
Fire station, corner Jones and
Tenth streets, August 15.
Savage voting plies', corner Six-
teenth and Monroe, August 16.
County court house, August 17.
Market home, August r8.
City hall. August 19.
Come one, come all, and bring your
friends and hear what they have to
say. Every citizen should be inter-
ested in the affairs of the municipal
geverrnhent of his city. Bring your
wives and children; nothing will be
said or done that will mar the tender-
est refinement of the hearers.
No Hest Now
To came the fresh paint to blister.
Painting done now will stay painted
if ws do tite work.
Warren & Son, 114 North Sixth
Phone 541-A.
earl, MattIrrien. jr.. The reliable
book manufacturer, Blank Rooks
Job and Edition hinting. The only
excInsive book binder is Paducah
Library work a specialty.
4.
Very Low Rates
Announced, Via
SOUTHERN RAILWAY
Extremely bow rates are announc-
ed via the Southern railway front
points on its hues for the following
special occasions:
Mionteagle, Tenn.-Monteszle Sible
Training school. July 3
-Aug. 15, 1905
Monteagle. Tenn.-Woman's con-
ress, Aug. I-15. 1905.
Nashville, Tenn.-Peabody college,
institute, 9.Jcbmtine 
Iss14-VAaugnderb9,A1905B.iblical
Oxiord, Mies.-Surnaner school,
University of Mississippi, June 14-
Au*. 9, rezo5.
Richmond, Va.-Farmers' National
congress, Sept. Iz-za, 1905.
Tosco/wet, Ala.-Summer school
for teachers, June *6-July 28, 1905.
Rates for the above occasion open
to the public. Tickets will be solid to
H ese points from all stations on the
Southern railway. Detailed informa-
tion can be had upon application to
any ticket agent of the Southern
railway or agents of connecting enes
or by addressing the undersigned,
T. W. CREWS, T. P. ,A., Lexing-
ton, Ky.
W. H. TAYLOR, G. P. A., Waeb-
ington, D. C.
C. H. HUNGERFORD, D. P. A.,
LonisviWe, Ky.
G. B. ALLEN. A. G. P. A., St
Louis. Me.
"NEAR TO NATURE'S HEART."
Cratefuls!' Spriggs
..HOTEL...
NEAR MARION, KY.
too Room Motel-High and Dry and
Well Ventilated.
A NICE PLACE TO SPEND
YOUR VACATION.
THE BEST OF HOTEL AC-
COMMODATIONS, AND THE
BEST OF LIFE GIVING WA-
TERS.
MUSIC THE ENTIRE SEASON.
FROG HUNTING, FISHING,
SQUIRREL HUNTING, AND IN
FACT ALL KINDS OF AMUSE-
MENTS BOTH FOR THE OLD
AND THE YOUNG.
SPECIAL RATES ON ALL
RAILROADS.
'Bus Line Meets al Trains.
Paducah
Steam Dye Works
If you want sour clothes cleaned,
dyed or repaired, take them to. K. C.
Rose, 32g South Third street. I have
the nicest line of samples for tints
in the city. Suits made to order.
E. 11. PURY EAR,
A I TORNEY-AT-LAW,
Rooms 5 and 6 Register Building.
523 1-2 Brodway, Padtacim, Ky.
New Phone scio.
Specialties:
Abstracting of Titles,
Insurance, Corporation and
Real Estate Lissr.
Dr. Childress
EYE, EAR, NOSE AND THROAT
Office and Residence Rooms
4, Columbia building.
Phone tail Red.
3 and
t. 
Paducah Undertaking
Company.
8. P. POOL, Manages
GUY NANCE, Asst.
so s South Third Street.
Residence over store.
Both Phones Ito -Prices Reasonable
Dr. B. T. Hall
Office with Drs. Rivers & Rivers
iso North Fifth. Both Phones us.
Residence net Clay. Old plume I143
'VINT
Dr. B. B. Griffith
TRUEHEART BUILDING.
Both phones 88 at the office, both
phones sep at redidence. Office hours
7 to 9 a. tn.; s to 3 p. m.: 7 tO 9 p. m-
A. S. D.ABNEY.
--DEN T IS T-
Trueheart B- dist(
At the head of the class, Elks'
eream roe Cigar. ,
L. S. DuBoi Neat. H. C. Overbey, Vice-Preat
•
STATEMENT
Wra. Hughes, Cashier.-
The Paducah Banking Co.
At Close of Business, June 30, 1905.
RESOURCES.
Loans and discounts   $303,070.84
Cash and exchange 
 
33.183 75
Furniture and Fixtures  7oo.00
Bonds 1,000.00
$337,953.59
LIABILITIES.
Capital   zoot000.00
Deposits 115,619.23
Rediscounts  
  12,500.00
Tax account   rpoo.oc
Surplus  
 8,000.00
Undivided proiles 834 . 36
$237,953.59
Does Your Watch'
Need Repairing?
Do you want a first class Job by an
expert workman? If you do take
It to
John Bleich, Inveter.
224 Broadway, Paducah, Hy.
COULSON.
PLUMBING.
Steam and Hot Water Heating.
Phone 133. 54_, Broagwa).
THE GLOBE BANK & TRUST CO
Of Padur-sth, Kentucky,
Capital and Surplus $1/515,000
RD P. NOBLE. PRES. 0. W. ROBERTSON. V. PRES.
N. W. VAN CULIN CASHIER.
Transacts all regular bulking business. Solidts your deposits. Pays 4
per cent per annum on time certificate of deposits.. Safety boxes in firs
proof vault for rent at $3 to $io per year as to site. You carry your own
key and no one but yourself has 'access.
New Century Hotel
DAWSON SPIUNGS, KY.
This fine modern hotel is now open under a- new
management, for guests at, the
FAMOUS KENTUCKY WATERING PLACE
Very best. accommodations at reasonable rates
Price Bros. & CO.,
Dawson Springs, Kentucky.
Paducah Transfer Company
(Incorporated.)
General Cartage Business,
Superior Facilities for Office
Handling Freight, Machinery 2nd and Monroe
And Household Goods. Both 'Phones
P. D. Fitzpatrick, Supt.
Abram L. Well ec Co
FIRE INSURANCE
Accident, Life, Liability, Steampolier-
Campbell Block.
Office Phone 369. - - Residence Phone 726
L. L. BEBOUT
111111•11..
General Insurance Agency
We Write Anything in Irisurance
Office 306 Broadway Phones: Office 385-Resideacs 1696
GO TO
HOTEL LAGOMARSINO
P,OR YOUR DINNL
35e EVERY DAY L'XCEPT SUNDAY.
sr :30 UNTIL P. M.
DINNER SUNDAY, WINE IN CLUDED 5Ge. 12:30 to 2.
It
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Twenty Firemen
c zurnIn
FOUGHT FIRE IN SOAP FAC-
TORY UNDER FEARFUL
CONDITIONS.
Men Worked in Poisonous Vapors
Until They Fell Unconscious at
Their Posts.
New York, Aug. 1.—Twenty fire-
nitre were carried burned and uncon-
sciolr from boiling soap, five of -them
very baeNy parboiled, from a fire in
W. H. Daggett's Sons' setip factory,
on West Twelfth street Tanks con-
taining 70,00d gallons of soap fats ex-
ploded after a fire in the three-story
building had been brought under con-
trol. For five hours thereafter fire-
men fought this new danger, crawling
on their stomachs on sidewalks out-
side the building, unable to stand in
a poisonous cloud of smoke which ex-
hued from the fiery soap greases and
continually exposed to little rivers of
the scorching fluid which flowed out
of the building. Water seemed for the
first three hours 40 have no other ef-
fect on the burning soap fats than to
cause them to flow more freely, with
greater peril to the fire fighters:
After the vats had taken fire, Acting
'Chief Birins wae ferced to dde his
men into two parties, one to enter tbe
black emoke cknets with the hose, and
the other stand waiting out in *be air
to rush in and rescue fainting com-
rade, whose cries for help came from
the fire every few minutes. The bkick
amok, wius even snore deadly- than the
trot grease, and sometirnes even the
men lying fiat on their face, were
forced to inhale it by the constant
•beck draughts.
In no case did Roe injuries of the
„firemen come from a single experience
in the smoke and grease, but from re-
peated dashes into the fire zone after
having been dragged out helpless by
comrades. A physician was among
the rescue brigade and by first aid
treatments succeeckd in reviving some
of the firemen. Several firemen were
taken out unconscious,, and, restored
to their senses, refused to obey orders
go to the hospital, but ran back to
their posts of duty. For an hour Fred
Barry fought the fire from the cellar
with the scaldiag grew trickling over
him. As he felt his strength giving
out for the livt time he screamed for
help and Chief Howe, in another part
of the building, hear!! him. Barry was
found lying unconscious, drowning is
the hot water and was carried to the
hospital.
Fireman Andrew O'Neill swtained
the most merlons injuries When the
explosion of the first rat, containing
to,o0o gallons cA snap latinoe, occurred,
several members of Company IS were
be) near that the explosion knocked
them dens n. They ran out of the
building not knowing else O'Neill.
voho was one of their party, was left
behind He was quickly missed and
searcher* found him lying on a stair-
way in a case of the snap grease.
WANT INDEPENDENT INQUIRY
Seven States Send Insurance Com-
missioner to New York.
New York. Aug i le.aranee corn
missioners representing seven import-
ant states el the Middle We* will ar-
rive in New York tomorrow morning
to begin an independent inquiry into
the isurance methods pursued by the
large New York companies which do
an extensive business in those states.
As the repreperstative: of Terines-
ece, Kentucky, Illinois, Iowa. Minix-
mita, Wisconsin and Michgan, Insur-
ance Commissioner Host, of Wiscon-
sin. O'Brien, of Minnesota, Prewitt,
of Kentucky, and Folk, of Tennessee,
the last named a brother ri Gov.
Folk of Missouri, will gather at the
Hoffman House at to o'clock.
Throug'ht a representative in this
city thew commissioners arranged to-
day for a special meeting with the
t special New York legislative cs-enmit-tee of investigation. Coneriseioners
of the seven states named met a few
days ago in Chicago and decided thatin the interest of the policy holders
of their commonwealths an indepersi•
ent investigation should be made.
Lamont Left $3,300,cioo.
'New York, Aug. 9.—An estate vab-
ued at $3.300.000 is left by the late
Col. Daniel S. Lamont, Secretary of
War under President Cleveland, ac-
cording to Mr. Lamont's will. lirrs.
Lamont and her three daughters are
the beneficiariee. The estate is val-
ued at $3000.000 in personal property
and $3oo,000 in real property.
AUTO SPEEDER BREAKS NECK.
Houston, Tex., Aug. ro.--Jas. L.
DLrratigh, a wealthy real estate man.
'11 while speeding his antomobile on the
Harrisburg road yesterday,• crashed
into a milk wagon. The car was over
turned and Mr. Darraugh was killed,
his neck being broken. The driver of
the wagon was seriously injured.
ILLINOIS HAS
NOT QUARANTINED.
Cairo, HI., Aug. to.—A quarantine
Las not been declared by Illinois.
againat Kentucky and Tennessee. Dr,
Egan. secretary of Illinois state board
of health, says there is no authority
for such a report.
Clearly Insane
MOTHER DROWNS HER DAUGH
TER AND SERIOUSLY
SHOOTS HUSBAND
And Then Commits Suicide by Tak-
ing Carbolic Acid—A Most
Shocking Tragedy.
New Albany, Ind., Aug. tr.- Mrs.
Emma Winstandley, wife of Chester
Winstandley, drowned her 8-year-old
daughter Ruth in a bathtub, shot her
husband in the side and commiuted
eteicide by swallowing carbolih acid..
The tragedy was deliberately plan-
ned, fen she procured the bottle of
add and the cartridges. Winstandley
was ,Ilo• ;.1 the left sick, tile bullet
passing through the lung, but it is
thought he will recover. fle has been
confined to his bed with typhoid fe-
ver for the last three weeks, which
makes his condition more diangeroue.
Mee Winsta•ndley's mother, Mrs.
John Renshaw, was in the heeuse when
the tragedy occurred. Mr. Winstand-
ley was lying in bed on the second
floor of the house,
Holds Child Under Water.
About 3 o'clock Mrs. Winstandley
told her mother she would give Ruth
her daily bath and took the child to
the bathroom. She filled the tub with
waged and it is supposed lifted the
child into it and held her under water
until life was extinct. No sound of a
Aruggle was heard. She then walkedinto her husband's bedroom and sat
on the edge of the bed. She was not
excited and talked as calm as usual.
She placed her hand on her husband's
breast and inquired where his heart
was located. The resolver was con-5
ceafed within the folds of her dress
and -lie slipped her hand under the
covers and, pressing the weapon
against his side, fired one shot.
Winstandley, although weakened by
fever, struggled with her and she
wrenched away. Mrs. Renstaw heard
the noise and started upstairs just asher daughter sprang across the hall-
way into another room, where she
seized the bottle of carbolic acid from
a dresser and swallowed the contents.
She then ran hack to her husband's
room, threw her-elf in his arms and
expired within a few minutes.
Clearly Insane.
The tragedy can be explained ap-
patently on so theory except that theyoung wife was mentally unbalanced.
For nine years she lived happily withher husband. Bight years ago the lit-tle girl. Ruth, was born, and mother
and father have been devoted to the
child, who was extremely beautiful
and of sunny disposition.
ENFORCEMENT OF LAW.
Weak and Cowardly Officers Curse
Of the Country.
(Kansas City Journa! )
The open and bold attempt of thebeef trust to bring pressure-to bear
on the government to prevent theprosecution of its agents and officialsit but one of many recent instances
showing the utter misconception that
exists in the minds of many persons
as to the majesty of the law and their
proper attitude toward it. Illustra-
tions on a smaller scale, but similarin kind, were acently given in Kan-ins City, where an automobile owner
greatly incensed because the City At-
torney- proposed to prosecute'him for
not having taken out a license, whenin fact lie had hone so after the %war-
rant was issued and served on him.
And another automobilist pleaded as
his excuse for vi'olating the law that
he had thought the law would not
be enforced. Still another instance
was furnished the other day by a sa-
loonkeeper, a former policeman, who
in all seriousness opposed the en-
forcement of th law against saloons
in the vicinity of the parks on the
ground that it would came him a pe-
cuniary loss.
Such instances might be multiplied
without end, for the newspapers teem
with them, to evidence the state of
the popular mind on the subject and
the laxity of public respect for the
law. Of course, in some caws the
trouble is that individuals, especially
of a certain class, have come to im-
agine they are above and beyond the
law, which they consider is designed
chiefly, if not entirely, to common
criminals. When Ate), are caught in
its meshes they believe themselves to
be the victims of &Woe-tune or un-
due zeal on the part of the officers of
the law—anything, in short, but their
awn fault.
The trouble mainly arises, however,
from the laxity of the law's enforce-
ment by its sworn officers. The pu-
siganimity of public o.fficials, accord-
ing to the late Senator Ingalls. is the
curse of the country. The law is plen-
ty strong enough, but the human
agents are too weak and cowardby.
The public vvelfare and their sworn
obligations count for little against
private interest or political influence.
This state of ,things, which is almost
unknown abroad, is so widespread as
to be almost universal in America,
and it especially obtains in the large
cities. Looseness in enforcing the law
was the foundation of Macatilay's
prediction that when large cities grew
up in America they would furnish the
seed of the decay of the republic.
Bacon's
Drug Stores
Headquarters for Spaulding baseball
goods. Gloves, masks, balls, bats
etc, etc.
BACON'S
DRUG STORES.
7th & Jackson Sta. phone 237& Clay Sts, phone 34.
J. K. Hendrick, J. G. Miller
HENDRICK & MILLER
LAWYERS
Rooms I, a and 3 Register Build-
hsg, 523 1-2 Broaoway.
Practice in all the courts of the
state. Both phones 31. p.
Paducah
Mattress Co.
For First-class Upholstering, Mattress
Renovating and Fine Repairing.
We store, pack and ship furniture on
short notice.
PADUCAH MATTRESS CO.
515 to aim Bouth Third $t
G. C. DIUGUID,
A.TTORNEY"A.T"LA.W.
tog 1-2 North Fourth Street, Upstairs
Comtnercial and Ca-operative
Buziness a Specialty.
7. B. harrison,
City Attorney.
Attorney-at-Law.
Room Is and 14 Columbia BI'dg.
Old Phone WO-
FLOURNOY & REED
LAWYERS
Rooms to, it and is. Coliambl
Building.
Padricah. - - Kentucky
J. C. Flournoy Cecil Reed
R. T. LIGHTFOOT,
--=-LAWY ER—
Rooms aill and an. Fraternity Brag
Will prszeee-in •11 courts of Ky
and IL
DR. ROB14. J. RIVERS
tao NORTH FIFTH STREET
Both Phones 355
Office Hourst 8 to to a. in., I to 3
p. m. and 7 to g p. m.
Office and Floor Fraternity Building.
0. D. Schmidt
Arch.4tect and Superintendent.
40 1 Fraternity Building.
Old Phone 498 Red; New Phone 32.
Paducah, Kentucky.
 Li
—When in Want of—
RUBBER TIRES REPAIRING
BUGGIES, CARRIAGES, ETC.
Horse-Shoeing, General Blacksmith-
ing Call on
J. V. GRIEF, MGR
319 Kentucky Avenue.—Tel, 956-red.
Taylor & Lucas,
LAWYERS.
Both Phones 695—Rooms 203 and sae
Fraternity Building.
Office phone ast, Residence phone 474
Vernon Blythe
PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON.
Rooms ao4-6 Fraternity Building.
H. B. KEEBLER,
+1,444+.4,44.-444+444444+4414+.44+411
*
•
+veni-1-3110-1•Az
Stoarranata
f
Excursions
++++++++++++4
St. Louis and Tenessee River Pac.
et company—the cheapest and be
excursion out of Paducah.
$8.00 for the Round
Trio to lennessee river
and return.
It is a trip of pleasars, cosakin
BARRY' VHENNEBERGER
BOTA HONES J___
I SOLE AGENT FORLUZERNE COAL.
'T DELIVERY.
01111111111
LUMP 110
EGG 
 110
NUT 100
-1:tawler ill.61531,CrWarer.
soatileavetazb MB
 IONand rest; good service,r001128,
The Most Complete Rubber Tire Plant
IT.. The City.
Pi•
-•0.1;Tait
te701.7--
THE BUGGY SEASON IS ON. WE HAVE THE MOST COM-PLETE LINE IN THE CITY. OUR RUBBER-TIRE PLANT ISRUNNING NIGHT AND DAY. LET US RE-RUBBER YOURWHEELS WITH THE BEST GRADE OF MORGAN & WRIGHT,TWO
-WIRE RUBBER TIRES AT THE LOWEST PRICES. WEALSO HAVE A COMPLETE LINE OF HARNESS, SADDLES, BRI-DLES AND, IN FACT, EVERYTHING IN HORSE AND MULE
.TEWELRY, BUGGIES, PHAETONS, SURRIES, RUN-ABOUTS ANDsPRING-WAGONS
DON'T FAIL TO CAT_,T, ANT) LOOK OVER OUR IMMENSEFTOCK, AND GET OUR FRIC'zS BEFORE YOU PURCHASE.SALES ROOMS NO n!1 BROADWAY; WAREHOUSE NO.MEYERS. STREET; WAREHOUSE NO. a, THIRD AND MONROE.
JOHN G. REHKOPF BUGGYCO.
good
:Wednesday and Saturday at 5 p. in MINN 501ER etc.
For other information apply to Jas 
_ _
Koger, Superintendent; Frank L EDGAR W. WHITTEMORE,Bro-rn,
NOTIeE!
Highest price paid for second-hand
'OtoN7es ar2d
Ftartrzithrte.
Buy anything and sell everything
218-230 Court at, Old phone 1311
Clem Fransioli.
Moving wagon in connection.
W. Mike Olivet. Geo. W. Oliver.
Benton, Ky. Paducah, Ky.
Thole B. McGregory,
Benton, Ky.
OLIVER, OLIVER
& McGREGOR
LAWYERS
OFFICES: Benton. Ky., rear bank
Marshall County; Paducah, Ky.,
Room rta Fraternity Building.
New Phone ire. Old Phone 30.3.
Dr. J. T. GILBERT
OSTEOPATHIC PHYSICIAN .
Phone 196. ecao% Broadway,
PADUCAH, KY.
Dry Hot Air Baths given when in-
dicated.
 , 
11.1. Rivers, M. D.
OFFICE 120 NORTH FIFTH
TELEPHONES
Residence 296 Office au
ALBEN W. BARKLEY,
Attorney
-at
-Law.
Room No. 5, Columbia Building
pmmu, •
REAL ESTATE AGENCY
PADUCAH REAL ESTi, ' WESTERN KENTUCKY FARMS. LAS!
MONTHLY PAYMENt LOTS FOR INVESTMENT. WESTERN
KENTUCKY REAL ESTATE JOURNAL. AND PRICE LIST
FREE TO EVERYBODY. SEND FOR T.
4:D6 A' II W. WFAITTE.MOR Pt.:ha-Wu
HEATING
Hot Water - - Steam
I have the facilities for installing a complete steam or hot
water plant in your store or home so why not let me make
you an estimate on what it will cost to have it done in the right
way. Material and workmanship guaranteed first class.
46.4<.•
ED. D. HANNAN.
Everyone Invited
TO USE THE NEW PHONE WHEN TELEPHONING TO THECAMP,
Express Service.
WE HAVE MADE SPECIAL A RRANGEMENTS TO HANDLEALL CAMP CALLS PROMPTLY.
Peoples' Independent
 Telephone
 Co.
Shampooning, Bleaching, Dyeing,
Dandruff cured by eleztrical treat- For Perfect'on andrnents. Body massage. Electrical Elk Dream roe clime
Hairdressing Parlors, sar Jefferson
street, roc a Week for The Register.
Filet/ smoke
CONTRACTOR AND BUILDER.
Repair work and fencing a specialty.
Phone 24/11.
DEAL'S b4 drnchilla
Phone, 136-red. _ E REGISTER, tO CENTS PER WEEK.
•.... 4 ele.eteed•--
424.•••••••••••1•• ,eloam••••••plaalle, 
THO REGISTER'se'd place, to fall back into the rear •fitake rank with the great masters of of t•he procession. omorrowIPS
People who have accomplished
work worth while have had a vet),
high sense of the way to do things.
They have npt been content with me-
diocrity. They have not confined
themselves to the •beaten tracks;
they have never been satisfied to do
things just as others do them, but
always a little better. They always
pushed things that came into their
slrands a little higher up, a title far-
ther on. It is this little higher up,
this little farther on, that counts in
the quality ob life's' work. It is the
constant effort to be!, fiirst-class in
• 
 
everything one attempts that con-
quers the heights of excei•lence.
•
Chief Paducigh.
PUBLISHED BY THE
(REGISTER NEWSPAPER CO,
(Incorporated)
At Register Building, 523 Broadway.
IAMBS E. WILHELM, President
JOHN WILHELM, Treasurer.
/ROBERT S. WILHELM. Secretary.
Entered at the postoffice of Padu-
cah, Ky, as second-class mail matter.
• Terms to Subscribers.
(-"Year 
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`•' falling to receive this paper
r. hould report the matter to
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••-r office at axe. Tele-
P' - land pa.
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Sat.-rday • g, Aug. 12, 1905.
- ,rsid ^  n t r • ;eve t delivered a
speech : our national foreign
po:cy to the Cliatauqua assembly at
Chatauqua, N. Y, yesterday, being
heard by ten thousand people. He
said that the Monroe etrine was
not a part of the international law,
hut that it meets with recognition
abroad. He also said it was out of
the question to claim a right and then
shirk a responsibility, and asserted
that this ciountry should /kip along
Ito weaker brothers. The entire
speech bristles with strong views on
our foreign policy.
Russia knows what Japan wants if
there is to be peace between the two
countries. Will Russia put up? is the
question. The country is both anx-
ious and curiotts. Though there may
be some parleying, consequently some
delay, it is believed that Russia will
ask for some concession whioh Japan
will grant, and that the conference
wild bring peace. There are difference
of opinions as to the *stilt, but Rus-
sia must have peace and Japan wants
the same thing.
There is a frightful prevalence of
typhoid fever both in New York and
Washington acording to the dis-
patches. And in each city the fatali-
tie, are Large. The ravages of this
disease is second only to yellow fever
and is as much to be dreaded, for it
reaches lotealities which have ever
been free from the yellow scourge.
Te impure water, bad sanitation, ex-
tremes, heat and state food is attribut-
ed epidemics of typhoid fever.
Sunday the people of Norway will
take a direct vote on the question
whether or not they want independ-
ence from the tminn with Sweden.
The question is referred at the sug-
gestion of Sweden and nom% the vote
the separation hinges without any
conflict, as the Sweden council aske t
the matter be so settled—left to the
people oi Norway. Interest in the re-
sult 4,f the voting is great.
Cirrief of the Weather Timeau
blore says theirs has been no graft in
the bnrean. a; al!s4-,cd in recent pub-
lication.. Now let's hear from the
courts. Charge; can only he cleared
once for all through investigation.
The Way to Do Things.
If there is that in your nature
which demands the best and will take
nothing less, and you do not demoral-
ize this standard by the habit of de-
terioriation in everything you din,
you will achieve distinction in some
line if you have the persistence and
ektermination to follow your ideal.
But if you are satisfied with the
cheap and ahodtly, the botched and
slovenly, if you are not particular
about quality in your work, or in your
environment, or in your percrinal hab-
it., then you must expect to take
Viva Voce Voting.
(Nashville Banner.)
In Kentucky a proposed amend-
ment to the state constitution pro-
viding for a return to the old-time
viva voce method of voting instead of
the present method by secret ballot,
will be submitted to a popular vote
for ratification or rejection. The
legislature of Kentucky proposed the
amendment in response to the pro-
tests of people against the systematic
violation of the election laws, and
the change is advocated mainly on
the ground that under the open-vot-
ing system there is much less oppor-
tunity for corrupting voters or of
wrongfully manipulating the election
count. It 4 also urged that the viva
voce plan of voting tenda to promote
a higher isonception of civic respon-
sibility and a manlier and more fear-
less expression at the ballot-box.
On the other hand, it is argued
that the secret ballot gives every
voter the privilege of expressing his
choke at the ballot-box without em-
barrassment or fear, and that it pro-
tects voters from intimidation, thus
ereablig them to vote without com-
pulsion of any kind and without an-
swering for their ballot to any one
or subjecting themselves to antag-
onism or retaliations by influences
that seek to controi their action. It
is also insisted that the secret ballot
makes the purchase of votes more
difficult and dangerous and that the
open ballot facilitates the purchase
and the delivery of votes, and also
the open ballot win not prevent many
corruptions of the ballot-box or the
manipulations that can be made ef-
fective in falsifying elections.
The argument is stronger in behalf
of the secret ballot. It would be an
ideal condition only that would make
viva voce voting as salutary and as
satisfactory as its advocates contend
it would be. No man should be
ashamed of his vote or afraid to make
it public, any more than he is
ashamed of the party with which he
affiliates, or of his independence of
party oirganizations, but there are,
often valid and well-considered rea-
sons why a voter would prefer• to
cast a secret tallot. This is especiat-
ty true in local elections, when the
issue is merely a choice between can-
didates. A voter, for instance, may
have two or more good friend% run-
ning for the same office, each of
whom is expecting his support. It is
hardly to be expected of him that be
should announce to these candidate
friends that he has. selected one of
them as his choice because he deems
his choice better qualified or more
to be trusted, and the candidates have
no right to press him to an open
avowal of hi. intentions. The privi-
lege (if a candidate is simply to so-
licit, and not to embarrass a voter in
any way.
The secret vote allows the voter to
be hie own master without account-
ing to any person or organization or
corporation ;and there is a large
class of people who need protection
against influences that would seek to
control their votes. The employes
of great corporations should be as
free from any form of intimidation
or inaidloos influence of cot/volition
as their employers, and the secret
ballot protects them in this right. The
viva voce plan of voting would un-
doubtedly make it less easy for cor-
rupt election manipulators to falsify.
the election returns, but it wonld not
remove some of the evils most to be
feared.
ction, but probably there ire altered
conditions that may change this rec-
/ern in the future.A great many more women thanimen write novels tin these latter days,
!but that alio is but another evidente
o; the altered conditions. It is a par-
ent fact that more women than men
are being educated now and that the
gentler sex give much more time to
literature and general needing than
do their brothers. The lirls in the
high schools all over the country out-
number the boys. In every city and
hamlet of the land there are probably
a half dozen women's clubs of a lit-
erary character to one such organiza-
tion of men It is retural that this
condition should show its result in the
greater number of nove . and that, as
a rule, the best novels are written by
n omen.
Women are excluded from politics
and public affairs and, as a class, they
are also out of the business world.
The field of their activities is con-
fined mostly to the home, sc4ciety and
literature. They may be artists and
mu-icians, of course, and they may
teach school or be librarians, but these
professions are in a manner associat-
ed with literary endeavor and are cal-
culated to stimulate to literary activ-it3. Women are removed in a great
measure, too, from the mad rush for
money that has had a CT ampi ng effect
on the literary effort on the part of
talented women, let us hope for yet
higher achievement in ficition writing
than the best that has been attained
within the pest two years.
CAIRO'S FRIGHT IS FAST.
A Scare Innocently Given the Peo-
ple Yesterday by a Passing Craft.
Pilot W. A. Stone, of this city, whois now at the wheel on the steamer
Mary Stewart, was in the city for a
while last night. He steered the
Stewart into this port lest night 'about
to o'clock to tie up until this, Morn-
ing, when she departs for Green riv-
er. The Stewart is just out of the Il-
linois river, wheat she has been with
her tow, the showboat New Era, for
several weeks. ,
Vi'hi•le up in the city last night Capt.
Stone dropped into lobe Register of-
fice to get a copy of the best paper
in the city, and to laugh over the
scare his boat gave the people at
Cairo during yesterday afternoon.
Coming out of the Illinois and Mis-
sissippi and rounding into the Ohio
the Stewart with tow well into
port at Cairo before her presence was
discovered by the quarantine officers
at Cairo. Then she was moving in-
nocently up the Ohio coming to this
port. Capt. Stone scut that he tice
ticed a tug shoot out from the Cairo
landing and come puffing up the Ohio
but he had no idea she was following
the Stewart until the Stewart had
been chased as far as Mound City,
when the tug overtook them. It was
quickly made clear why the tag was
following the Stewart, for the %wry
was shot redhot at the Stewart's com-
mander to know from whence he
came and if he had a quarantine cer-
tificate. Exp:anations had soon been
made and the tug gone, but it never
occurred to the crew of the Stewart
how badly frightened the officers on
the tug seemed to be that the Stewart
was from the knver Nfississippi river
country until the two had we part-
ed.
Clearly there is useless fright at
Cairo over the conditions of the fe-
ver in the South, and also poor watch
being kept for steamers from that
section.
MAYFIELD'S NEW ROAD.
Now Said Work Will Begin Thereon
in s Few Weeks.
After thirty years of study, travel
and zealous labor to .ectiee a railroad
from Ctimberiand Gap to Mayfield, a
Mayfield mars now sees fortune tem-
ing his way and feels that his fondest
hopes are about to he realized. Col.
B. A. Neale, of Mayfield, i the name
of this man. He began work on the
Cairo and, Cumberland Gap railroad
about 3o years ago, since Which time
he has spent time, money and health
to realize the goal of his ambition
and see the building of a transeconti-
rental line from ocean to ocean. The
indications now are that he will live
to 'see the road built. his health re-
gained and money in his pocket. He
is certainly evitled. to the...biting
gratitude of the people all a the
line.
The Co for gradilliwga bnild
ing the will be let in six
between Mayfield and Width and
each section may be divided five
subsections which may be relet to oth
er parties in order that the work all
along the entire tine may begin at the
same time
The work is expected to begila in
two weeks.
Thief Was Scared•Away.
A burglar mark an unsuccessful at-
tempt to toter the grocery store of
A. J. Hogan no East Kentucky ave-
nue earin yesterday morning. The
men 'was trying tin get in a ivindriw
at the rear of the building by the aid
of A pick and bnggy axle, bet was
frightened away by Charles
a colored salerinkeeper who rfltitis in
the upper story of aro adjoining build-
medley looked oat of a window
!me on seeing the mon fired three
shots but dan, not thin& atry of them
took effert...4tiocre are no women 
Women and Literature.
Nashvik Banner.)
The New York Globe had many of
its readers to vote ors the question,
"What were the mist popitiar novels
of the last novo years?" Of the twelve
books receiving the highest, number
of votes, seven were written by wom-
en, four by men mid one by a man
voted as a woman in colla•hcration.
Quite as many men voted as women,
and the ballots of the male voters
were in no respect exclusively prefer,-
ential to their *ex. The verdict stood
seven and one-half to rote- and one
half in favor of wornness/WI the Globe
ways of the judgment of its readers
"that the women writers, both quali-
tatively and quantitatively. hays takes
the lead in the fiction fietd ie.coslirin-
ec: by tlwte professional scrutrinifers
of things literary, the publishers."
The past two years have been pro-
duchve of no great novel, and the
palm of superiority does not establish
a reputatir4n of genius for either sex,
hut it is nevertheless in /several re-
spects ,oiggestive that tile women
should lead. With 
fenwovilists 
whoexceptions
Worship
WHERE AND WHAT SERVICES
WILL BE HELD AT THE
CHURCHES.
Grand Rally of the Young People to
Be Held Sunday Evening—Some
Vacant Pulpits.
There will be Sunday
-school, at the
Cumberland Presbyterian churat Sun-
day morning at 9:30 a. us At it a.
m. Rev. S. K. Nweeya, M.. D. of Ur-
mia City, Persia, will fill the pulpit
and at 8 p. in. will! give his lecture
on Persia and the Mohammedan re-
ligion. No admission Will be charged
to this service, but a• free will offer-
ing will be taken. All members of
all churches are kindly asked to be
present and bear this noted speaker.
There wilt be no C. E. service on ac-
count of the young people's rally
which iii to be held in the First Chris-
tian church at 6:30 p. in,. A fine pro-
gramme has been prepared, to which
all are cordially invited.
Rally of Young People.
A grand rally of the young people
of Paducah of all societies from the
different churches will be held in the
First Christian church, Sunday even-
ing at 6.3o p. in A fine program.me
has been prepared. Service out at
7:3o, so young people can attend the
lecture service by Rev. Nweeya, of
Persia.
German Evangelical
Rev. •Wkre Botarquin, of the Fifth-
street German Evangelical, being ab-
sent from the city on his summer ve-
nation, there will be no services at
this church Sunday. Sunday-school
at the neat hour.
Broedway M. E.
At the Broadway Methodist church
Sunday, Rev. T. J. Newell wilt be in
his pulpit. Subject hid the morning
sermon will be: "The Divine Law of
Success." The evening topic will be
announced that morning.
Third-Street Methodist.
Rev. B. H. Fields, pastor of the
Third-street Methodist church, has
selected his sermons for Sunday, as
follows: Morning: "The Complain-
er's Lot." Evening: "The Choice or
Portion of Worldly Mhn."
•
Second Baptist.
Rev. Lloyd Wilson, of Louisville,
will preach at the Second-street Bap-
tist church in this city Sunday, in-
stead of the First ,Baptist church, as
was announced.
Meeting at La Center.
Rev. Cap. Owen last night closed
a very successful revival at Lone Oak,
and will leave today for La Center,
to begin a series of meetings.
Mr. Pinkerton at Benton.
Rev. Mr. Pinkerton, who is con-
docting a revival at Benton, is at-
tracting large congregations and
arousing much religious interest.
nany conversiona are promised. Ow-
ing to Mr Pinkertion's absence from
the city, there will be no preaching
Sunday at the First Christian church
First Presbyterian.
Rev. W. E. Cave will conduct serv-
ices Sunday forencx.in at the First
Presbyterian church only. The usual
Sunday-school exercises at the regu-
lar morning and afternoon hours.
Vacant Pulpits.
Judging from the few church an-
nouncement, given in last evening
there will be several vacant pulpits
tomorrow. The Register gives above
all the announcements furnished it
for publication.
POLICEMEN BUSY
PILLING JAILS.
Jewish Socialists to Number of 250
Arrested in Warsw.
The Whole Story.
BRIEFLY STATED, OUR PROPOSITION IS THIS: ANY
ONE DESIRING TO SAVE MONEY OR TO RECEIVE IN-
TEREST ON MONEY ALREADY SAVED. CAN START AN.
ACCOUNT AT THIS BANK. 4 PER CENT. COMPOUND
INTEREST IS PAID ON SAVINGS 1CCOUNTS AND ALL
MONEY WHICH REMAINS ON DEI-OSIT A YEAR.
ALL THE CONVENIENCES OF A REGULAR BANK,
COMBINED WITH ALL THE GOOD POINTS OF THE
SAVING BANK, MAKE THIS BANK THE MOST DESIRA-
BLE BANK FOR INDIVIDUAL DEPOSITORS. ONE DOL-
LAR WILL START AN ACCOUNT.
B. H. SCOTT,
President.
GEO. C. THOMPSON,
Vice-President and Manager.
J. T. LAURIE, Cashier. Ai
Mechanics & farmers
Savings Bank
227 BROADWAY.
The Old Reliable
St. Bernard Mining Co.,,
, Has REDUCED THE PRICE OF
COAL to:
NUT, - 10c.
LUMP, - 
- 11c.
Now is the time to have your coal
house filled.
We have the best coal in the city.
City Office 123 South First Street
BOTH PHONES.
J.
 T.
 Bishop,
 M'gr.
For Veldts, Monuments and General Cemetery Work Use
GREEN RIVER STONE
THE BEST STONE ON THE MARKET for Monumental and
Building purposes, as it BLEACHES WHITE UPON EXPOS-
URE AND THEN RETAINS ITS WHITENESS; does not be-
come dark and discolored.
LET ME TELL YOU MORE ABOUT IT :
John S. Porteous Marble, Granite & Stone Works
SOLE AGENT, i6og TRIM/3LE ST., PADUCAH, KY,
Confident
Of Control
(Concluded From Page One.)
investigate the matter.
'Among the new cases reported are
three in the French asylum on St.
Ann, between Runk and Derbigny.
!These are the first cases thus Ear re-ported in any of the public institu-tions outside of the ho'spital's.
Warsaw, Poland. Aug. it.—The po-
lice_ were busy yesterday filling the
jails with Jewish socialists. They
captured 250 armed with revolvers
and daggers in a synagogue on No-
volipic street. Fifteen others were ar-
rested by a patrol on Francis Zekaus-
ka street after an exchange of shots,,
A bomb was discovered in the street
this mooting and three policemen
were shot. i
There were also diturbances in the
stwroundipg districts. Gangs of rev-
olutionists armed with reef:lovers and
bombs attacked the government treas-:
uries in the three district Warns,- of
Opatow, Lutrartow and Weagrow,
resulting in stiff fighting with the
police, several of whom were killed
or WOO nded.
Peasants destroyed the palce of
Count Krasinski at Tykoein, near
•Bylsetok.
Paying "Casts" Pays.
A magazine writer recently crys-
talised a large truth in a small sen-
tence when lie said "the only place
on earth in Which you can live hap-
pily is inside of your income." The
only way the man of limited means
can be sure of enjoying the Utopian
life of one who as always inside his
income is to pay as he goes. The
credit system in setail establishments
Is a great annoyance to proprietors.
It would notferist "for the accom-
modation of patrons" were it not
that the compensation of the proprie-
tor is that he man "oho buys on a
coedit will buy more than he would
if he paid rash. This difference in
the volume of btesinew creates a
neugin out of such losses through
tied accounts are met. Here is a
"story" in the clay's news in a New
York paper which points the moral:
"Many of the up town restaurants
profit by an adoption of the club
idea. When the regulars have es-
tablished their financial solidity, the
May Begin Monday. diner simply signs his check as
though he were in his club.
Contractors Robertson and Gard- "Many young men who live well
nee expect to begin laying the storm up to their inconie find the idea con-
water sewerage system on 'Jefferson trenient, and the restainrant profit!'
street, Kentucky avenue and Sinth,-,by the fart that a patron frequently
Seventh and Ninth streets kiwi Ken- :orders a dollar and a ball dinner
tricky avenue to Jefferson street, next iwhen a third of that sum • isave
Monday. It wi* require. about forty ,to suffice were an iname•-at-
days to complete the: work, after intent expected. In ane tionown
which the street. work will be begun restaurant four-fifths :Of tables
are reserved for regular patrons."
Subscribe for the Register. A man's ideas of what he most
have expand under the credit sys-
tem. When he must pay on delivery
they contract. To keep inside ot
your income "pay cash."
KILLED TWO MEN;
CONIM1TTE SUICIDE.
Chicago, Aug. tr.—Cites-7 Benson,
a policeman, yesterday afternoon shot
and killed his brotheron-law, Matth-
ew Mamener, so years •Old, fatally
wOunded Nicholas Ketten, 5o years
old, a clerk in Miimmer's jewelry
snore, and then committed suicide.
The tragedy was enacted in Mum-
mer's store. For some time Benson
and his brother-in-law /lave been on
the outs. Yesterday Mantmer com-
plained to the' notice of Benson The
latter heard of the complaint and
yesterday afternoon wtnt to Mam-
ineds store, jumped over the counter,
and, throwing his arm snout Mem-
mer's neck, applied the revolver to
Marnmer's head and kitled him in-
oantly. Nicholas Ketten, who was
in another part of the store, was shot
in the abdomen when he attempted -to
run from the store.
Pronalass to Do Better.
"Yes, sir, judge,l_intend to he good'
and an to work when I am released
the next tint* from behind the prisen
tars," was the parting words that
Woods Jones promulgated to Judge
Lightfoot yesttellay afternoon after
receiving a '30 dkirs' sentence in the
county jail on the charge of vagrancy..
%Win& is so well known,that to give
any of his Past record would be eta
tirely unntcessary. Re was held over
to the circuit court from the police
court 41-1‘. the kliaige preferred* apd on#
Flung mite che will he good the thictit
days. The name of Woods Jones will
he missed from the police docket for
a while much to the relief of the city
officers.
Galvanized Rubber Ro:iwt
rented for steep 
er.flr
eft4
old shingles, requires no ce Neer
paint. • Ford Manufakturing
Chieagh. G. R. Davis & Bro., local
agents.
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, Morgan Pounded
TADPOLES OUTCLASSED AND
PADUCAH WON BY EIGHT
TO THREE.
--
Perfect Fielding by Indians—Alices
Again Downed Infants by Hatd
Hitting—Notes.
How They Stand.
W. L.
Paducah  
 13 8
Vincennes ........ 13 8
Cairn 
 
to 11
Princeton 
 
6 15
Yesterday's Results.
Paducah 8, Cairo 3.
Vincennee'8, Princeton 2.
Today's Schedule.
Paducah at Cairo.
Princeton at Vincennes.
Pet.
.619
.619
.476
.286
Oti Indians Batted Some.
Cairo, III, Aug. le—Paducah out-
played and outhit Cairo today and
won -easily. The !Oath looked like a
gang of amateurs up againsk a nation".
al league agivegtiore
Brahic was 'steady at all stages.
Cairo managed to buncha a few his
•
and get three rims.
I_Seeigge wp.,s, pounded hard. she In,deem securing thirteen safe hits.
Thattotas played a pretty field-ing ( &Vim' an error.
The summary:
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Videennes, Ind., Aug. ti.—Vincen-
nes started the borne series by giving
Princeton aisother defeat today, mak-ing aye fifth straight victory from the
eisitar,. Witt was feinted for fifteen
side bits, %bile Whitley let Princetondown with five.
The MI matary •
the
Princeton 
 a 5Vincennes 
 8 15 1Batteries: Witt and Dowing; Whit-ley and Meneson. Umpire Harvey.
Owes Vint abiwneen.
There will be a lively game of base-ball this afternboe at Wallace park,betwee.i the tgos's Of the city and the
Frankfort onlidlears. The Frankfort
soldier band will hiring* music for
the occasion. Gents will be charged25 cents and ladies 15 cent,
S. Baseball Notes.
Lloyd ce\ South will do the box hon
ors kir Paducah today.
The Indians have won four out of
five games played with Cairo.
Brahic will probably go into faster
company next season with other localplayers.
Princeton has taken an awful slump.having lost five soccessive games toVincennes.
Tomorrow there will be a league
meeting at Cairo to determine the
Kitty's future.
It Took* Uk. Prineetne could man
age to get one game from the Ahem.
Don't don the "laying-dowe act.
Paducah and Vincennes are neck
and neck. The league will likely go
up in ernoke after the present series.
Who siU be oo top?
No Date Set Yet.
Mayor Yeiser has not set any datefor hearing the complaints iliffedagainst Sanitary Inspector Henry
Brush. for the alleged failure to at-lend to his duties av a city officer.
Mr. Brush is 561 performing his offi-
cial duties, and has never been sips-
-pended pending an investigation. The
mayor 'hais informed Mr. Bruth thatbe will give NM ample time to se-
cure proof to disprove the charges
after' h noeiees him of hearing the
complaint, fried. Mr. Brush saps lie
will exonerate 'himself to the satis-
Ihictien of She public.
3. S. Wickliffe and Z. W. Bugg, of
;Wickliffe, are at the Palmer.
Street Battle
IN HARRODSBURG, KY., 41-t-
SULTS IN TWO QUICK
DEATHS.
Sam Black, the County's Representa-tive, Killed, Defending a Friend.
Third Man Seriously Wounded.
Harrodelaerg, Ky., Aug. 11.—Two
men were killed and one woundedin a pistol fray on the streets of Har-
rodsburg. last night. The Hon. SamC. Black, the county", representativein the legislature, fell dead in his
tracks, While Stotts died in a fewhours.
The affray happened so suddenlythat it is 'hard to say just how it arose
and what occurred. It seems that
Policeman William Britton and Lu-
ther Herron attempt' d to arrest
Walter Stotts, who was under the in-
fluence of liquor._ There had beenbad feeling between Britton and
Stotts and both attempted to draw
their pistols. Herron separated them,
lint Stotts broke away from his grasp,
ran back to where Britton was and
fired, Whereupon Britton began shoot-
ing.
Mir. Black had appeared upon the
scene during the struggle, and is said
to have joined in the shooting, as did
also Officer Herron. Stotts fell with
a bullet through his abdomen, and
Black fell at the side of the pave-
ment with Nye' bullets in his head and
body. Herron alone escaped unhurt.
When the ltrots reaeed Black was
dead and Stotts died in a few hours.
Britton ran across the street and fell
on the pavement.
Stotts was taken into his saloon
and later removed to his home,
Where be was operated upon by phyr
sieiense btrt died about 11 o'clock.
Just a moment before the shooting
Black was in the New Era Restau-
rant. He told a funny story and
passed out laughing. One bullet
struck Black at the chin and ranged
through at the base of the train, the
ocher entered the pit of the stomach
and passedthrouge hi, body.
Slack and Stott were great friends,
and Blade's participation in the fatal.
affray was due to this.
The shooting occurred on Main
street, opposite the office of the *Har-
rodsburg Herald.
Bridgers Beets.
A c•-•aple of very preato Mt. Carmel
girls read the other day that standing
naked in a warm rain storm v.-ill cure
thnost pny ailment to thich limpan
ffeeti is heir. There is- nothing the
matter with either of she girls, but
they are full of fun, and, thinking that
what was good as remedy might be
a• efficacious as a preventative, they
vraited (pr a rain. It came about mid-
night ose niM last week, and, shack-
ieg themselvee of every stitch ef their
clothing, they sneaked quietly from
their bedroom so as not to awaken
any of the ether folks, and hied them-
selves to a vacate dark spot in the
garden, where the descending water
could strike them without let or hire
draw,. They were enjoying their
bath gloriously, an occasional flash of
lighttmeg showing the raindrops like
diamonds on their glistenireg white
bodiee when they were brought back
to the stern realities of life by a de-
cidedly masculine voice, not ten feet
awiy. saying: "Holy gee! I wish it
would tighten' every second."--
Mt. Carmel Regiter.
Steel Can.
The frequency of railroad accidentsin this country. despite the precau-tions taken by the managements, has
turned inventive genius to the task
of constructing cars to withstand thefame of collisions and remain intact
when otherwise derailed and over-turned. The steel-built railroad cariv the result, and fairly satisfactory
experiments have been made to testits advantages in this respect. The
Erie railroad has built !several steel
postal cars for the protection of mail
clerks, who, became of the nearness
of the car to the engine, are subject-
ed to risk in case of accident almost
as great as that of the engineers and
firemen. The steel car. cannot be
Made strong enough to perfectly re-
sist the strain of a tereifice
hut as constructed it will greatly re-
since the danger to its occupants.
MasarTniaLarsiimilinemilinliTTNIMMOSAINDMII..nerammar
PSORIASIS
AND ECZEMA
Milk Crust, Totter, Ringworm, and
Scalled Head, and Every Form of
Torturing, Disfiguring Humors
from kifancy to Age.
CURED BY THE
CUTICURA REMEDIES
The agonizing itching and burning
of the skin, as in eczema; the fright-
ful scaling, as in psoriasis; the loss
of hair and crusting of the scalp, asin *called head; the facial disfigure-ment, as in pimples and ringworm;the awful sneering of infants, andanxiety of worn-out parents, as inmilk crust, tetter, and salt rheum —
all demand a remedy of almost super-human virtues to successfully copewith them. That Cuticura Soap,Ointment, and Pills are such standsproven beyond all doubt. No state-ment is made regarding them that isnot !notified by the strongest evidence.The purity and sweetness, the powerto afford immediate relief, the cer-tainty of speedy and permanent cure,the solute safety and great economyhave made them the standard skineines and humour remedies of thecivilized world.
CAPT. GRAHAM'S CURE
Of Distressing Humour.
Captain W. S. Graham, 13at EoffSt., 'Wheeling, W. Va., writing underdate of June 14, ea, says: "I am sograteful I want to thank God that afriend recommended Cuticura Soapand Ointment to me. I suffered for along time with sores on my face andback. Some doctors 'aid I had blood
rtc°ir None of them did me any good,n
, and others that I had barbers'
but they all took my money. Myfriends tell me my skin now looks asclear as • baby's, and I tell themCutieura Soap and Ointment did it."
a•=11CL=5:::grii....4.,. ." 1=1=ast " Ow aim
Signs 01 the Times.
It is not good form to count the
chickens before, they hatch, nor to
prophesy conditions before they ex-ist, but is there not a faint inkling
deeper down in the battle which thefarmer is making in conjunction with
the association against the trust.
Look deep and far down, and drawl
your infereeices and match them with
those of the future. Is there not a
latent embryonic something, teeming
with possibilities of a new party
among the farmers themseivese-a par-
ty that is of the people, for the peo-
ple and by the people—which prom-
even greater things, beyond the
ken of either the Democratic or Re-
publican party of today. Already, in
sortie quarters, we hear a slogan cry,
'Back to the People.' These are butinferences, maybe a little orverdrawn;
but there is one thing certain as day,
the winning stroke of the farmer tri-
umphant of the trust, is precursory in
itself, that an initiatory movement—
perhaps unknown tothemselves--
seen& out clear that the .farmer will
yet step forth clean, sinewy and broad
minded—a party that, neither wealth,
night nor graft, can swerve from the
plain path of duty and of "equal
rights to all, special privileges to
none." Stranger things have hap-
pened: The nearer we get to the peo-
ple the closer we get to the ideal
government. The disorders and the
revolutions which continually harass
trie monarchial superstructure of oth-
er nations, is that such government
standee too far from the people.
Red Men's StneAter.
The Red Men's lodge of the city
wile give a smoker Sunday afternoon
in honor of the visiting Red Men who
are metnbers of the state guards.
They will also be entertained on Fri-
day evening with a smnicer.
D. Sidney Smith
DENTIST.
Office over Globe Bank and Trust
Co., 306 Broadway.
Idle Stories
CANARDS RELATIVE TO PEO-
PLE SICK WITH YELLOW
FEVER.
Create Semewhat of a Sensation, at
the Reilroad Hospital and Else-
where in the City.
--
There was quite a commotion yes-
terday eneong the people- at the rail-
road hopital on acoeunt of loving
received irerirmation that two persons
who were ill and perhaps had the yel-loie fever would arrive on the 11:30
trains from else South and would betaken to the I. C. hospital.
,Dr. Graves-, the- isealfh—offiT-er, andSarvitary Inspector Henry Brush were
detailed to meet the train. They were
at the &peel when the train arrived,tut no sick person got off the train;the conductor infantile; them that
there were no.such persons aboard histrain, ior if there had been they hadgreren off before reaching Fulton or
at Fulton, as he only took charge ofthe train at Fulton.
It was reported that the persons
were from Douesiana and the city offi-
cials were preparing to iteke ail pre-
cautions to handle the patients if they
etotele have been afflicted with yellowfever. They would have either beentaken to the city hospital or pesthouse until the nature of their illness
could be ascertained. There was agreat sigh of relief when the sick peapie failed to arrive.
A report was also current that there
was a case of yellow fever at the Riv-
erside hospital, bat all this was with-
cut foundaition as nothing of the kind
ecists here or anywhere near,
Ventilation in the Home.
(American Homes and Gardens.)
The last word on ventilation will
probably never be said while there
are people to live in houses. And yet,important as ventilation is for thehi:apse, it is rather * relation to'pub-lic buildings, to places of assembly.
sech as churches, schools, theaters
and other places of amusement, tofat-series and workshops—in fine, toany place where large numbens of peopie are crowded together—that is
cenaidered than its direct relation-
ship to the house, or the very import-
ant part ventilation must have in the
&reeling; in no place is pure air more
urgently needed than in the house.
The breathing of impure air is pre-
cisely identical, so far as its effect is
concerned, upon the human body as
the driveting of impure water, or the
moil* of impure food. Both air and
water are foods, foods of ouch abund-
alien in supply and so readily obtainedthat little thought is given to theirgetting. This is especially true of
air, which is the single life-sustaining
eirinem obtained without cost or la-bor, and a general indifference exists
as is, its origin and a quite profoundlack of knowledge a. to it's contents
and qualities.
One of the newest of the New Yorkhotel recently installed an elaborate
and intricate air-filtering plant, by
elech every pound of air brought into
the building was thoroughly filtered
and cleaned before reaching the rooms
It was not a new era, but it had trotbefore been, applied to a building of
this sort, and perhaps never before
on so large a scale. The results ob-tained were little short of startling.
a very ccersiderable quantity of dust,dirt and lichee being obtained eachday.
In the present state of the ventilat-ing art it is hardly possible that airfilters can conic into general use as
regular it-tic/es of household equip-
mere, valuable and eerviceable as such
a device wonel be; but the practicaldemonstration -that ,the air of New
Ift.ek--and in an excellent locality, it(honk) he noted—is so foul as to yield
appreciable and even cnneiderable
amounts of refuse ix an object leson
oi the utmost importance.
•
Chicago bears the eminent distinc-
tion of being the greatest local pointfrw milroade in the world. There are24 trunk line,, besides numerous
email roads, centering there, with a
total inileatee of teoessio. or 
 se_ psr
rare: ra—oil—roa.
 mileage of the
Unieed States. Nineteen himitredtrains arrive and depart every dayfrom the differen, stations.
•
•
•
Vote Sunday'
NORWAY WILL DIVORCE SWE-
DEN FINALLY BY
BALLOT.
Efforts Are Being Made to Gas Out
Full Vote on the Important • - -
Question.
Christiana, Norway, Aug. II.—Tecougiseut Norway great exertions
ere being put forth eo secure the wid-
eet possible pertieipation next Sun-
stay in the naerendum on the question.
of dissolution of the anion with Swe-den. The dit4ctilties in the way of se-
curing a. lull  arst 
_ 
- ,TeThecause f long distance; in ruraldistricts and"the theme time that hasbeen given for arousing the people to
she importance of the occasion.
It will be a serious seek to get many
oouturymen away from their homes.large numbers of peasants are em-ployed at this time %of the year onfarms far up in the mountainc. Many
residents of tlee.citiso are absent fromhome on itheir annual vacations. Thefisheries and the great seal interestsof the country have taken thousandsaway to sea.
Heavy Poll Expected.In spite of all these difficulties, however, a heavy poll is expected. Inmany places that have been catwaseedevery man on the list of electors s
vote and will declare against the unionThere are 450000 electors in Norway,of whom 52 per cent. voted at the lateelection of the Storthing. It is nowexpected that the pistl next Sundaywill be still greater, in spite of theawkward circumstances under whichit is taken. All political panties are
co-operating in the work and are inheart, accord Meal! respects. Theraihvays and steemships will trans-port electors without cost to the vot-ing places. The election expenses willbe met by private subscription. Abad impression has been created bySwedish attempts to influence igno-rer* people by spreading abroad Swe-dish proclamations translated into theNorwegian language. These proclamations declaye that Norway will be indanger of conquest by the great pow-er sof Europe if it attempts to main-tain its independence
Origin of Men's Clubs.The idea of clubs for nwn firststarted in England several hundredyears ago. In those days the chih-homes were called mote halls, andthey are to be seen throughoutgland today and a number of photo-graiihe of them are shown here.Where public business had to bedone, the old English habit of mak-ing speeches always demanded an au-dience, either of <residers or of a
44-1-feelsi-1-1-1-2-1-le++++++++4-i-estres
Most
Fragrant
xt Perfumes srWO.
We carry an extensive assort-
ment of most fragrant perfumes
—both American and foreign—
assortments which include the
newest and daintiest perfumes
aa well as all the old favorite 1.
odors. Prices always reason- I
able, never excessive.
J. G. Oehlschlaeger
Druggist
Sixth and Broadway
TELEPHONE 63.
Difrercut Hole!
Corner Third and
Jefferson streets.
Everything New.
Everything Clean.
The best $1.00
Per day house
In Kentucky.
liEtt
PROPRIETOR.
The Paducahgood number of colleagues. Copquently a special meeting place, orse- StZtmp & Stencil
"mote" hale was almost a necessityfor people not content to air their or-
atory in their own or their neghbors'parlors. Sometimes these "mote"halls were halls of justice, such asthat at Lyndhurst in the New Forest,
or in the pretty little so-called "Hunt-ing Lodge" at Chingford, where the
svvainrnote and other forest courts
were beld, and which is now the mu-
seum of the Essex Field Club. But
most were genuine municipal build-ings, of wSiehi perhaps, one of the
smallest and most interesting is the
Mote Hall at Adelburgh in Suffolk.
It used once to be in the middle of
the town, but the sea has washed all
that was between it and the mote hall
away, and the latter now stands sen-i
Jinel alone by the see. A far more
I
important and older mote boil),built
!originally for the meetings of the
terwn representatives, and one of the
very oldest made for this purpose in
'England is the Tot House at Yar
i nvoneh. It is now used as. a public li-
r
ivers-. but was a mote hall until a
very recent date, when prisoners were
kept in its dungeon-like cells, which
Mir. Walter Rye, in his admirable his-
tory of Norfolk, deciarereto have been
"some of the vilest holes in which
human beings were ever left to rot."
1 —Era Magazine.
I Among the most backward and
taavage -g-r.eat-attrntinnw'oftrtt
paid to the children. The toys and
playthings used by savages in all
parts of the wet-I'd are often snipe--jingly well made.
"
co.
Rubber Stamps Made at Home
Can be appreciated more than
those made elsewhere, we
are prepared to furnish all
kinds of Rubber Stamps on
short Trot ice .
RUBBER STAMPS,
PAID STAMPS,
LINEN MARKERS,
BRASS STENCILS,
DATER,
INK PADS.
Ir. fact, anything in Rubber Stamp
accessories delivered iin an hour's
notice.
PADUCAH STAMP
& STENCIL COMPANY
403% BROADWAY.
Old Phone 36.
The recollection of the quality of
our prescriptions remains long after
the price is forgotten.
HAYES
L. A. Philbert, Ph., G., Mgr.
7th and Broadway. Tel 7*
eicriptions called for and detie4.
ered free of charge anywhere In tha
city.
PUKE COAL
Means Our Kentucky Coal will give the most
•
heat, burns up clean and makes noFamily Lump, well screened lic bu.
Large Nut 10c bu
Place your order for coal with us
West Kentucky Coal Company,
Both p Aones 254:
Large Egg llc
10c bu.
Successors To U. S.
Gas, Coal alb Coke Co
•••
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FWD OF ANCIENT METEOR.
haiamere sk Wi1itannitram-111;-T•1111a
earth What Appears te B.
Old Ileseenly Vlatur.
What seemed to he frag-meots of.
▪ agnetio iron meteor, which may have
flosconded to this -earth mi torise. ago,
was discovered the other day by some
laborers who are excavating a collar
len Knickerbocker avenue, at Cornelia
'treat, Williamsburg, N. Y. The die-
*every was made at a depth of 40 feet.
It being necessary to remove shill
feet high before the sidewalk levities's'
tersohed.
Upon reaching a ten-foot depth is
Me cellar excavation the men cams
Mpon the hard substanoe, and at first
believed it nothing but solid rock. Its
extraordinary weight, however, made
ilikem examine it more closely, and
when they cot into a large piece of
Le matter they foundtlasin
a solid mass of iron ore beneath a
eurface several inches deep of hard
stied yellow clay.
The search was extended further,
and the men came upon a perfectly
formed ape's head and also a ram's
head. All the matter was turned oyes,
to Frank N. Schell, the cintraetor,
who will transfer the relics to some
museum.
"It appears to me," said Mr. Scholl.
"that when this meteor fell, perhaps
centuries ago, it struck the earth like
a shower of hailstones would. That
the pieces are all ancient is evident
from the hard yellow clay whieh cur
mounts each piece."
A NEW LIFE RAFT.
talfe•Saviss Deviee et greeted merle
I. Se Placed en hem. of th•
Warships.
The navy department is providisi
some of the warships with a new life
raft, says a Washington spesial to
the New York World. It consists et
an elliptical copper tube oessowlest
eattened, with air-tight 'ampere,
meats, strengthened by Ina. TM
*vibe is incased in cork, wowed witt
mauves and made absolutely water
tight. Attached to this float is
rope netting three feet deep, from
which is atispended a wooden slatted
bottom. The netting is suspended
ou the inner aide et ft., float 'rots
siege which travel_ on lashings,
that the bottom rests '4 he propel
position, no matter which side of the
test falls upon the water when it
Is thrown overboard. It does net re
quire to be righted. adjusted at
liersed about; it is ready for serviet
the moment it strikes the wales
Oars are etteeholl to the delete of the
Seat to propel It when it le occupied
bough persons cannot gat on this
arett to sink it, and, make the if..
beat, K cannot espeise er founder,
am, like a raft, go to piems against
Me sides of a skip.
The war department is eensiderfsg
eh• &driest:411v of equipping army
transports with the same sort MI
lost.
NAUTICAL SCHC.IL AT MANILA.
eisest Cillletals ten* Mverrebtaa Pee.
a ale te la•rease Ei5,see.,7
el the laatitallart.
Naval officials at Manila :rrtead to is
everything possible for ti.  ruocess of
.4h- nautical school at that place. This
Insiatution was inherited from the
Emanish government. It has been in
charge of Lieut. Richard H. Townley,
!United States navy, who was recently
detached fr m that duty and ordered
home for complicity in certain irreg.
inter business relatihns with army sulo
aistenos officers at aianila. Another/
officer has been placed in charge of the
Institution.
The school offers a free education to
residents of the Philippine its;arrds in
such professional duties as will equip
the cadets to perform th.i duties of
wasters and officers of merchant ves-
sels. But, while the education is chief.
Iy of a technical and a proiessional nee
lure. the students also are given broad
and liberal instruction in the general
drenches of mathematics, geography,
crammer, English and history.
It is contemplated to provide the
Mbool with a practios ship to corn-
bins practical With theoretical instruce
*ion in navigation, seamanship, and
the general requirementa of the pro•
tession for which the students are te
be prepared.
IIVIroleas Telegraphy fer /Warships.
Rear Admiral Bradford, chief of
the bureau of equipment, will point
-4edoie
Tort Herald dispatch from Wephings
tea, the necessity of equipping Amer-
ican men of war with • system of wire,-
teas telegraphy. As soon as the sp.
propriation is obtained he will recom-
mend he system to be adopted for the
naval service.
Believing that Commander Richard-
sou clover, naval attache in London.
Is deeply occupied with is current
work, the rear admiral has recom-
mended to Secretary Long that a wire-
less telegraph expert be sent to Enr
load to represent the nary in the
trials of the two new systetns de.
'eloped by Lloyd's agency.
SELPS fUlt IftfliSElritiEPERS.
ahem -ell-entermettes Pertailetalle
Ciatleary Deiparesierat—liani•
Excellent Waken
A JUNGLE "INk'AIR:
Aluminum is now being used ea
aninvely as a mate: al for toilet arte
ales. _ ilalttilltAces lives_ saves-
in being light in weigtit and neves
tarnishing, while it costa less and cos
be treated in an equally artistic man
•er, says Boston Budget-
Vs'ith a can of deviled ham one can
work wonders sometimes if one has
• reliable cue to hegin operations.
For instance, have a small can of It
and mix it through two gills of cream
whipped stiffly. Add to this, too, a
;ill of consomme in which is doe
solved. halt au ounce or even less
gelatine. Put, this into paper cases
it. into little china molds and set
in ice for as long a time as neces
0 _ittlager—and =mai/1,1.01er._
serving.
Ohl potatoes should always be
?laced over the stove in cold watet
and new potatoes in boiling water
Let the old Potatoes stand in ice we
ter for an hour or two after peeling
and before cooking.
Epicurean butter is screed with
;Tilled meat*. etc. To make it, put
..wo tablespoonfuls of flesh buttes
'n a small bowl, and work into II
choroughly with the poiot of a sli
ier knife • mixture of cayenne,
mixed herb powder, minced parsley,
"lemon juice and mushroom powder.
When this is accomplished, set it or
:he ice, and as soon as solid stamp it
IDE° aunty pats. Dot these about
the meat in serving.
A delicious sandwich is made Ds
spreading thin ovals of bread with
opal parts of finely chopped celery
and walnut meats, mixed with
shopped olives and a little mayon-
naise.
To stuff an olive, peel the pulp
from the stone spirally, as one peels
an apple. being careful not to let it
break. Then make a tiny ball of the
filling and fold the strip about it.
Too much baking powder is often
teed in doughnnts and fried drop
takes, causing the dough to burst out
re very irregular bubbles on the
edge, which soak fat and make the
doughnuts heavy and unahapely.
A pure cream of tartar baking pom
hr makes the dough rho slowly, as
Lb. gee is not all liberated simply by
moisture. Therefore, if you would
have the best results, either put the
biscuit into an eve of moderate
rather than brtenre best, that they
may ham time to roe before a brows
grad Is formed, as let them stand
boa minutes to use, sad then psi
Mom Into • hot eves.
Creamed ehi Aron or creamed swish
breads may tele* the place of creamed
eyetere and are really mere whole-
some and more easily prommed. Par-
boil the mweetbresads and pick them
apart; to '-ash pale allow one can of
mosbrosone washed and chopped fine
Stir the into a pint of cream sancta
Where c', dons is used, to each three
pound. f chicken that has been most
sarefull hone.] and cut into dire al-
low a r of ruciabrootne and a pint
sf cream .auce.
PASH: WIABLE
tar
---
alttroeti••• Weetcrfm et Vi at•t• sad
Gewl.- ter e•seteer Wesr-LA
g..ca. of F'smatoa.
—
Apropos of re • .eate it may not be
amiss to him.t 
- return of the
pannier civet t is persistently
threatened, say. s fashion authority.
A very stunni.,g outing hat for
summer shows a felt crown and •
straw brim, both white and trimmed
with a soft Persian silk scarf.
White waists are more to the tore
than ever, and they have embroidery
and lace tucks, and insertions with-
out number.
White with a touch of brilliancy
lent by Persian embroideries is a
conspicuous favorite of the best de
signers, and daring bits of contrast
make a feature of Paris gown!.
Lace flounces are once more the
height of fashion, and handsome
peens are again made with two or
three of these counted on a satin
oundation toe the skirt.
Red silks are to enjoy a great
rogue during the coming season.
['hey are either shot with white or
have an irregular pattern, are in
Iwo shades of red, or are in red and
black.
There is a new China silk which I.
listinguished by perpendicular lines
ef open work, like drawn work. with
A2COUNTY is southern krenole atid
leas than a decade ago there still,,[mined a rural section which the people is
the towns designated as the "jungle," a term
of contumely handed down from a period
when this portion of the county was isoleteg
by' Impassable roads and covered with deem
timbers. The "jungle" fell behied in, the
march of prcgress. The farm wagon cos
need the family to chervil on Suadays when
the people on the prairie rode in "sprites
wagon? or owned boggles. There was esa
=in& style of architecture, which is stal
tly seen, the square log house with
me room and a boxed-up kitchen at the die
The lights streaming through the me amil
willies, showed such decorations on the
walls as a shotgun and rifle, the horn pow'
tat' flask and hunting pouch, acid trophies
et the hunt, while on winter evenings the(leering firelight from the cavernous fire
plate threw shadows in and out among thefestoons_ of cations, • dried pumpkin, and
"middlin's" euspendetifrom the rafters.
The hoese in which /Teeter Lam was her,
steed in a small cleared space in the heart
of the "jungle." Here she grew to worms
heed with no wider experience with the mi,
aids world than the weekday walk to the
merest village, and an annual joursay te the
sounty meat in fair time.
Her first hardship came te her at the so„
of six, when she must trade,/ each day lot
11 miles to the district school. But school
days in the "jungle" were soon over, the boot
getting the most of the "whoolin' " because
the girls married and had no use for it.
flare were no bachelor maids in the "jaw
gle." Marriage was a certainty about whisk
there could be no doubt.
Hitter Lane being what the natives of the
"jangle" cal:ed a "good, smart girl." it
was expected the would make • good reabsh
If the Lane home was mord picturesque
than some of its neighbors it was beano
Eieeter's Land trained the morning glary
vines over the window in summer and hid
the woodpile behind a bank of sturdy holy.
hocks and princes feathers. Tin paas
and pails 'hens nowhere else with such
I:eighteen and luster as they did ou that
bench outside the kitchen door. Besides
Hester had pieced more patchwork quiltl
ea the long winter evenings than any ales
girl in the "jungle," where • feather bed
and bedding and • cow wai clu dowry everybride was expected to bring tea her hue
hand.
Hester had her choice between
Bledsoe's eon William and "Jim" G.
whose father vas the big land owner
th. "jungle and could set off ten berm
for the young people to start out with. Is.
tog a prudent-mindeO puns woman. Hao
tar took "Jim" and the wedding day was
set for Oetorber.
Squire audio*, wise had "tied the Met"
La every marriage eeremony which had
takes place In the "jungle" for • Meads,
officiated, and suppionested the
wit" smolt spier= advice as he diriillim:dg
seesseary tee the young people to take. A
wilediZ erlebratiou being the "Wan° mai
In the 'jungle" was a quiet effete
isiliterteg day, when the teayoung husband
his itriele to his father's
Tine and proud Hester looked as she
sat heals 'Jim." as the frost most of the
sow wages in her "Weir" tines of 'sky
itius deletes," trimmed with white lam as
the ruffles, and her last season'. bat re
decorated with fresh ribbon bows. This
going away epitome represented the owlet*
es the sale of egg% and butter above the
=made , too, a sewing machine net
groceries for many wears. It ma
Matti one of the luxarise of the LODIld.
Early as they were, the "stair" easeow
were arriving before them. Tile chairs
were arranged in a semicircle around the
room, and ".Tina" and Hester sat down
bear the open door. The company, the
elder members first, earns forward one by
se. and 'shook them by the Mad and et
Wed their congratulations. There waa
es'y on. phrase in which the good wishes
meld be eneveyed. "I wish you much joy,'
repeated each neighbor, solemnly, LA set
down agate Then them was @Geese Is the
mom, the guests tiering blankly at the
hold, and groom, who relieved their am
barraasusent by ecesaienol whiseers to
 seek
ether.
Wham the jests and witty sayings wide%
selimeed the festivities of the "jangle
were exhausted some of the older folks he
gaa remiximenaing of formes wedding m
axiom
"It's curious how the world does cheese'
said Uncle "Jimmy" Taylor. He and his
wife, "Aural Lamm." were the
of the 'Weals.' 'You young toCa:r711
p• married and start out In the world
Nowadays don't know what hard times are
Ted", lumber to floor your house with.
sad • ma stem, and you can bey beds
sod chairs and table already made.
wasm.: so SO years ago, when Laura as/ I
get hitched.
"Laura lived at *Id Keokuk:la RI
father had oom over on to the Illinois side
from Kentucky, and I, being a roving dal
and tired of Tennessee hills, turned up ihim
ens day sod went to work for him. Seed.
lag was all done by lond la those days, and
Lours helped in the corn planting. We fell
In lom and were married.. One day atter
Mat I took Leers up behind me en a home
sad with all our worldly geode tied in
bundle we started out to seek ear tartan
in a sew country. We never stepped
we reached the Finale," and took up I
prime of lend and bullt a cabin. Inside al
the 'waiter* with my own hand and
Ittoorrfofty ea Neve York central.
Electricity for the New York Cen-
tral rellroad, at least to equip it.
dines from the city's limits to the
Grand Central station, is more thus
a poesiblity of the near future It is
said that an electric engine, in many
of its details unlike anything now in
service, hie been perfected, and fed
it will soon have a trial. It its su*
tem is as great as Is promised. steams
power may pass from the Grant Is
Oral its tios before January 1, 1111
• - — 
 
•atee of filliisesaits Fes= lese C
Minnesota farm lands have
-4.111111*• eg,A011
:
especially attractive with yoke and
leep mitten-shaped chffs of lace, the
loco threaded with narrow velvet rib-
bon in any color desired.
This is to be a season of rates
Quite a numb ei os the new fancy
waists are made -with frills down the
front, sometimes a single narrow one
se the edge of the lap, sometimes e
broad ruffle and amoebaes two, and
lacing opposite ways, so full as to
form a jabot and concealing the fea
teeing of the bodice.
Seep the Illether Tallow sad Sappy
This charming power to throw away
for the moment the conditions which
keep us from fun ought not to belong
1:elusively to babies. We took out.
rageons liberties with mother's sweets
fees when we lay cooing in her arma
mud she was the happiest of women In
eonsequence. Is it not a pity that
through our years of necessary train-
ing we should forget the trick of
playing with her by tbe time we are
feown? No girl. I am sure, could pos-
tibly misinterpret me Into meaning
that we are to turn sobs, considera-
tions into foolish -idicnis. What
mall mean is that many matters
would be Improved if a sense of bumo.
shod its light upon hens; ad 4 Woes.
ber d riria Belga
IN
•
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to go to Louis for almoet everything
is those ys. and Laura staid alms is the
wIlderneas, but the Tndians were gone, and
there wasn't elerthlail more *Rae's inIke woods than varmints and wildcats."
"And we didn't have 'Intel.? dinners
those lays," said 'Jun'? father. We heel
turkey and venison, which we shot tithe
woods, mid for cake and pie we hedged
cern pones baked In the coals on the hearth.
o
'Jim's' mother didn't have a etcrobeeel
wedding dress like Hester hers, but g
limey woolsey she wove herself and card
the wool for it, too. Them mina's nolito
hats is them dare; the girl was proud WM
weld get a bit of calico to make a sunbelt-
set
There would have been mom stories of the
geed old dam when simplicity missed all
wedding feasts, but the men mast beers
sway for th• "holies rang," and before
lbw sae went down the lop' "Jim" had
smetally hews end piled on • prod', sits
es the ten acres were ha their plan and
1 sew home was testy to the "hues.
math,
•
 evening "MB" Illudsoessists4
miter, to show that he eh as
se-
r-• d ll,brought his Addle and them ese a
Muse in the new home, a necaseowerse
lag," and the wedding festivities wide illeX
"Jim" end Hester Ail) lire he
langle," but the little -16,31111111 bu Ulm
=asessfll-itept oreh and sse1,
added to It, irisF neat plelott Wes
lvi
1:esectityhm4is prosperity idoh is telF1•41
" Into e progreedve
corirstailigad "Wait' MO
ern be
•••
41412(1AL I1UliOLutfl
fuostions Suggested by the Petit
liar Habits of Raccoons,
estatcres et a lielellitere Oh...-- - • we
ale Waec of the eeenstassis 1.,-
tellgagest Little Deslitese
el tee Woods.
•wortraal psychology Is to be studied,
I area, in Ferias" said- an --observant
titixen recently, according to the
New Orleans Times-Democrat, "and
the scientist* are going to take the
subject up in a systematic way. That
is a good plan. It is a broad field, and
research along these lines will no
Soubt be productive of much interest"
lag data. Heretofore what ecitatiste
have said along this line, and in fact
-sie they have learned, tot been of •
theoretical nature, ant it may be said
that animal psychology has not passed
beyond the peeely experimental stage.
, "Darwin came nearer formulating
an exact hypothesis than any other
scientist when he took up the study of
the emotions and the means of ex-
pressing them, but even this splendid
treatise is lacking in that definite data
which would place animal psychology
tmong the so-called' exact science..
But it has occurred to me that a busy,
hustling center of population, wher,
sae may find so much that is artificial,
so much that is out of harmony with
.he natural order of things, would
sot be the place to prosecute in an
-ntelligerit and satisfactory way a
study of this interesting subject.
Surroundings • trifle more rugged
would teem to afford a better °poor-
:unite for the observance of mental
oroceettes in the lower order of life,
slthough, of course, much may be
:earned by the method which bas been
tdoyted by European selentists.
"In the southern part of the United
fte tee these scientists might find muchists that would give them a more
tenni!e clew to the reastening meth-ids of animals of the lower order,
that little trick of theoppoescon, for
natance, when he feigns death, shows
an element of shreadnees which one
'arely finds in orders of intelligence
stipposedly higher. Take the raecoon.Thy is it that be will leap up on ono
+de of a tree and then jump as far asle can from the other rade/ It Is o
rick. He is tr)ing to fool the dog
:hat fa after him by making him be-
leve he is up the tree. The 'coon has
Sraotiessd this game for so long thatto well trained (Jag will ever howl upt tree until be ban circled around it
.peeral times to see if the game haslot resorted to the usual make-belleva
'Why is it that a 'own, when the
Wee a fallit..; under the effect of the
hooter's az, will scamper dowe I e
runk of the tree toward the stutup,le bait two reasons for doing it. Ishe first phase, unless the -leg knowsifs business, he will rust out in the
Itrection of the falling tree, believing
the gahie will scan,per out front the%cp. In th• eeeond place, he reasons
'tat it I. safer for body and limbin either sweet lee is reaeoning•teost
he thing. it Is • peyelsological pros
•••., lo•taboir4 bees been reported
hunt••• nf where 'coons would
asp !root the top of falling trees,
seemingly knowing that they were
oursued by trsined dogs, who woi.:d
'sang •rouad the *temp 'situ) they
could scamper down the trunk of thetree. But the rule is the other way.
"The point I am trying to buske.'
Is-included the observant citizen, ••is
'hat the wood, art ailed with
evidence., which might ghe the esti-
.ntists • clew to the reasoning meth
'dm of animals of the lower order."
REGARDING WHITE ANIMALS.
II•amo al ellaaavis la Me Color ad
Cereals Resale sad ulrd
lilaiekly Obese.
A polar bear would not have s
thence in stalking seals if it were
if a darker color. The only black
spot about it is the tip of He nose
the sailors who first' landed on vari
les nnkeown arctic stores and hate
stated that the bemire used to e,ke
l.liedo fur seat., au seeeut to
them at a considerable distaoce. lyi
!ewe flat on their bellies' in the an
titude in which the well-known phm
tograph by Mr. Gambler Bolter° shows
the old polar boar at the too, and
wriggliag along in that position math
they cube to an io hummock, When
•_hey would get ul oeer over to see
41 the "seals" we-• alarmed, •nd
'hat they could always see the Week
1C4$41 when the bear got up near, and
towed that the bear put his paw oser
'iii muezte to hide it. The arctic
'axes, the "blue" hate, the ptarmigan.
-yper and et inisse all undergo the weft.
-one' chatter* to white by an ',entice&
crocess. says the London Spectator.
The hair or feathers, se the ea‘e
'sight he. In*, color and turn white
my what n.y almost be described se
is instantaneous process. In the
eves and birds the white comes in
.etches; but the speed of the coin'
hangs is remarkable. There are
nosey stories of people whose belt
Ise tamed white hteri shock
tingle night." duce og by the birds
Ind foxes. those sto.-:-• must be true
%o *Me tore sees the process of faci-
ng going on. The feather or retch
,f fur which was brown or em I y
-may suddenly whitens. Yet no Wee
'ma actually seen the color 'Maio
The explanation nada]; given is that
It takes places by night. There oeems
so "lief way" tint setereen the white
‘ad the original ,solor.
Is Oat ef elm oats.
The reithee—I see so gild Jobs got
-Wetted to congress.
The Mother—Yes It's a great re.
*tot He hes tried we matey ways of
'mils( • UTisfr 1 Isagat.--D.iamts
as.
BWITOR WALE THEY LOVE,
i glassier treaties That Is Itaaalgad
to by Sows Tomos People, is
Pooasoyfvomill.
At Shamokin. Pa.., some queer am.
Miss have survived the march of
sitnong the Trate and Ilussietna
Dm of these observances is "'witch-
big day." It is a favorite day foe
asshful lovers, for swiftness of limb5
rather than eloquence of tongue, cap-
tures the belies of the sommusit7
says en eastern exchange 
--
Tor days the man bee been in train.
bele for the run of his life, while the
maids adjure corsets and rub lini-
ment on their kneecaps every night
are wooing slumber. Madly the
morning of "switchilog day" arrives.
The man sees before hitioall the maid-
ens of his village. Be may take his
pia. All he must do is to catch and
switch and duck with water the one
of his choice—the maid whom he
would have for his wife. If she la
fleeter of foot, than he and mospes
die is free. If the man is beloved of
Ma quarry she seldom feta away,
though his feet are dead in Leedom
shoe&
"Switching day" at fitutmokts in
tarter Sunday, when all the lade and
lasses of the country round about
gather at the town for the manual
meeting. A girl's starting So run in
accepted as • token that she is not
averse to her pursuer. The youth's
start is accepted so a proposal, and
no matter what misfortune may Oc-
tall his quarry be must provide...for her
all the days of his future life.
Pathetic indeed was the illustration
of this fact in the ease of Meese Mars-
ha, who was by all odds the hand.
mutest girl in the Remise colonise
for marry miles about She was MB
and slender and her eyes were wore
Was. She was crowned with vides
hair, which grew in dainty ringlets
*Mae upon her head. Mlles Mamba
had more suitors than she meld as
sept, and ehe was very my. fleet of
foot, the amid had, dews arrtefng at
• marriageable age passed one
"switching day' In safety without the
giving of her promise.
Miss Manhole untti aeon on the re
mint festival mocaaion had succeeded
in outdistancing all her pursuer&
Many were the races she bad run, bet
never bad a trwttob or a pats of water
tome within reaching distance of her
petite form. It was then that Andrew
llobinaky. a shrewd young roan. wise
had purposely waited until Mho Mau-
hok had bectome fatigued. gave chase
Off darted the maid, sad after her
sped the rammer.
Down the railroad trash they
roshed, all unheeding So exalted
were both conteetante—the man rue-
ming for a wife, the gtri for liberty—
that the approaoh of a trate wee an.
**Heed. The engine tooted shrilly
and at Its bleat Miss &Unbolt. at
righted, stumbled and fell upon the
rail. Both of her legs were cut ofi
below the knees, but the doctors say
she will Bee. And Mobirsky, regard
Wes of her being a cripple, &seem..
that he will keep hie 4.6 Wet
her just as soon obi* to
heave the nurses ears.
LOVE BALLS IN SHAN 'STATE&
Uolloaa• 5•11 Palle rosi sag Di
•ens Teens freaks la Chi-
sea. Empire
Teed W. Corey has emeriti, bees
traveling through an almost unknows
part of the Chloiree Shan states, wheel
tie between China proper and Ratonah.
In the acoomit of his journey, wideh
be reoestly reed ice4c•re the Royal
Geographical society. he seeke most
favorably of the women of the sous
try, though his opinion of the men is
pot so flattering, says the New York
item
In their ram and figtue be mos
these Sham resemble the Japan's&
and 'the women are, to say the least
juot as tmoonventlonal and fascinating
There the resesabbince ends. The ewe
ere lary. good-for-nothing fellows, wiee
never work unload they mot ab.eol etely
'bilged to do so. The women toil dur-
ing the summer in the Titre *olds and
spend their thee whets at Lome Is
essiog cloth mid in household 4.-
ties. They wear a very pretty ewe
tame. inecedlso a long whit. petti-
coat, whiels tee much more be-comfit(
than the ugly mieelapen trousers el
the Chinese woolens.
Mr. Carey dew- rites s diversion at
the young people which very much in-
terested him. As be pitesed through
_ght_r_lillitialLthel_gilie_eften provided
themselves with cotton seed belle
which thry call love balls, and rem;
times hi was pelted with these love
missiles Ti. says they were of enured.
not Intended to satiety any mesaars
to bins, bet at the ftertIvitle• watch
take place daring New Year's these
(mitered bells have a very import-suet
part to play. On these occasions ameh
lne salad be more significant to a
young man, for the in very ',metal te
throw It only to the partieolar yentas
aim whom she would /Uri to marry
Thews she expressos her pretense°, foe
one or another of the swains. Ic the
young man catches the ball, the foot
le a rare indleation that he wishes
I. wed the girl, and the engage-west
fright as well be ansounssed at ones
Rat If he mimes the ball, the fact in
elevates that be doe's not reeiprocats
the affection the maiden desires is
eve him, and she must find a lerven
elsewhere. At all ether times the game
Is simply a mode of flirtatime. metes
the maiden or DMA who falls to eolith
the bail mot pay a eorfeit to the
throws&
fallolol Carlo.
The queen's footmen wear wigs
which have eight TOws of owls, mime.
we these of the prthos of Wales are at
hewed seem rows, and these of the
lord tearer of tandem ere Etras toga
Elk
••0
1111 REMO* OS AapIALOa
ISis lhoploadoast Ileratbasat Solana 1111
No Well Dovob000dl la Some
of Mona.
A sunther of authentic anecdote
bays boos collected loy_lat Tour du
Iliond• to illustrate the feet that the
sentiment of revenge la very well de-
veloped in some animal's. Everybody
knows that elephants, for example
hare long memories eehon they are
subjected to treatment oust Ifurts
their feelings. Capt. Shipp*, of the
French army, discovered this fact to
his sorrow six weeks after he had
given an elephant a sandwich 'prim
kied with cayenne pepper. The cap
tam n had almost forgotten the inci-
dent when he next saw the animal
and attempted to caress him: but the
elephant, recognizing the practical
joker, suddenly absorbed a quantity
of dirty water from a middle nestr.by
and diffused it over the officer's uni-
form.
Griffith, the historian, tells a story
of two Indian elephants ut the siege
of Hurtpore. Water was scarce and
In great demand, which gave unusual
value to • well that had not dried up
One day, just as a small elephant and'
Its driver were leering the well, the
animal carrying a pail of water, • very
Large and strong elephant seised tbs
pail and drank the water. The &mallet
elephant, conscious of his inferlsee
strength, showed no reeentrocnt bet
bided his time. One day be ass. his
enemy standlog broadside by a well.
The little fellow suddenly rushed for-
ward with all the energy at his own-
tnand, butted the big one on the side.
and turnhied him over into the well.
An Indian missionary tells of an
disereet person whom he saw teasing
an elephant by prickiag his trunk with,
a pin and then feeding him with let.
tuce salad which no elephant has an,
sae for. The animal was rather slow
In anger and he had not fully decided
to be mad till a half hour had elapsed,
whoa be suddenly seised the man's hat
trona his head, tore it into shied. and
flung the fragments into the face of
his tormentor.
• British mageeine told, serbile
soge, of a milkman's dog that was the
terror of all smaller canines, as he
was a fighter and never oilseed a
shalom to mix up in a row. Moat of
the dogs in the neighborhood bore
sears as evidence of his ferocity and
prowess. None of them could match
bias is a fight. 'The idea finally ow
marred to them, however, that them
Is strength in ueion, and so one Lira,
about a dozen of them went to to*
home of the tormentor and thrashed
tena within an inch of his life. The
milkman found next morning that his
iog was nearly deed from the wounds
ailleted. When be recovered trout t h•
scrimmage be was aahanged dog. bee--
Ins wholly lost hie taste for fighting.
air Andrew Smith. a sem:twist, told
Otsrwio that one day he saw a tarn*
baboon In South Africa bespatter with
mud •Ii.officei. who, all spick and spas.
was on his way to pat ade. The ogles@
bad frsquently teased the animal.
which took this effeetive means of re.
venire Parrots also are among tee
animals that do mot Soon forget per-
•ons who tee., or usaltree, them
They totnelly And some on: is, give
come aapiessant motnentst to those
who are unit Ind to them.
iTAR1 TRADL
a m.o. of the flirietliss.: Puss., me
Bo rbaerd ea kairibleams la akar
••• Lesilies Easeeitles.
Then. ,a to be a shoe avid lefties,
sirposition to Boston, which tomti$.
urn to be the chief niarket for bootie
sail shore in the Carted state* and
'De fester, of It is to be a sew% due.
time of she original shoe tattoo st
tIs. United State.. says the New t?It
too.
Per many years after the ae1110.
Went of the American colonies no at.
%Irmpt was made to ntanatseotem
0001s and aboes for th• market, fieoe.
weer being imported from England
sad ?nine, This was s peeitat st
baud-ruarie shoe• ••1,10•41,•1) ISA 0 $1.
'owns large encenrh te have e flea]
shoemaker, he supplied all tn. cr.fle
vf the intiatelmate Is town, not
sere *tome) to emotosits a vOistr. cob
--ler a traveling 101,1••1111411•P• IW•fil fr"f11.
„Nowt,. to place. •toppitor • di,, 0- a.
week at reek.
So far es is Irmosen., th. or.%
'moor/ Ii, itsesesehimetes was sits.
land in la-niters, roil far from she
eistoric house in which Gen Porno.
at revolutionary fame, was tiorT1
oarly so tVol eat-teen elerwertaaer- sv..•••
at work eurrying, (omitting and, .1„ie.
making at the (origins: facto, to,
Os evert.
The original oboe factory of Dane?ere eaa, it la said, be. reproduced
-without 'wane eeperuite, and a.
ottot nett shoe isterest in Nisessachso
sett* is now no* only well esnliehed
Out eajnyllig tan nnuatial amoont oftomnserciai pussy-No-Ky, with a largerforeign market than it e.er had hetore, It ie thought probnYde lb., saes+githathition will It, repr•Neatati,„,
many respects.
The chl•t mentrire to mbleh Amer.teen shoes are tent are Moorish%gi ab the Weet Tudlee, Cap, Tows,device sad Canada.
s- low to teem,.
The men who gate th. tacit% 0131 ofilte is the out who it, always lookiegup, who is determined that everythinghe does, every triveotment he makes,shall leave him a little higher np,
.11 tIe ferther on. To leery, there fore,bow to spend for the higher fsealttellinstead of the lower, so that the maieJgp
eilisiitiea, rather than the animal, marbe developed, is a problem that emstrouts ue.--flueeess.
Mess Moan Ilea
Yes will Ind a good men,y Imo eregoesa. st whoa you did sot expect ifhero desauge vttb
Etalsiessieb _ •
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PA:CAA/VA Whir
Itk Rt. Head Is a lioraet's Nem
This Soldier Wes Safe from the
Haemy's Fire.
"I was Chickamauga park
short while ago," raid an old veteran
who had been discussieg the reunion
it Memphis, to a New Orleans Times.
Democrat man, "and I was impressed
with the number of old veterans who
still hang around the hills that have
been made memorable in the coun-
try's history by the fierce battle •
that was fought there in the '60`..
There is something pathetic about it
lo me.
"They are typical of the charactce
•the man who followed the foe
.• •
• 4 ...;*
• •
• •••
4.•
rocs IN A HORNET'S NEST.
lenses of the lost .cettese. Bat many of
them are fall of good stories, sad I
troll one story told we by an old
esafederate now running a Meer,
*table in Cltattanooga. He in fond of
teUlug It on himself. It was dories
one of the preliminary skirmishes at
7hickamouga.
"The federal troops bed resabed
thiS top of the bill. and the centeder-
stes had been forced down na the
ether side. They hid behind stomps
of trees, fell over behind logs and
• sought other places of concealment
lk their effort to escape Yankee bot-
tles. fell over behind a log, with
my far down.' said the Chattanooga
illveryinan. 'and I could bear the
Teskee bullets whistling over my
bead or burying themselves ia the log
teltind Which I was hiding.
" In bugging up dor to the log I
bad shoved my face In a horoet's
snot- The hornets covered my far
sod bead. and I lay there pitering
.them off one at a time until I found
an opportunity to escape. Soon after
that I met a mooed looking soldier,
and he said: "Groat goodness,. Jim,
tweet on earth is the matter with
t wear facet" I told hiss I had shored
.11 Into a hornets' nest While dodging
'Yankee bullets. "You must have auf•
lered fearfully," be said. "No." I re-
gilled. 'I never experienced a move de-
• Velvas teethe in my ette," and really
never enjoyed anything •o much as
f did the sting of -those hornets."•
rhe old liveryman chute/tied over the
story, and no doubt be really fell
that the hornets' neat was a please/see
roort treeer the ercumstanoes."
- --
PUG ROBS MISTRESS.
4
.more Steals Baok•liesoka.111weels to Pal-
viable Property awl Illeneer to
Make •• mesa
Mrs. Elisabeth Flecknoe. of No. See
trop a n avenue. Williamsburg,
N. Y., found some lost bank notes and
deeds of property under peculider•cir-
e sametancee the other day.
.*
slauUri rails BUILEAU.
Mir TOM 'P. SIDEMAN.
These is a wreck down at Spooner's
honsee-et wreck that was fameerly a pine
of blithe manhood, with a marked tendency
to talk and. Wea on his head. The Ivrea
tit question use./ to be saluted by his cred
Mors as Mr. Spooner.
Where, before, all was joy, to the highest
octave,- now Is sorrow and was in large
semiotic.. and a dilapidated bureau in re
markably smolt pieces.
The bureau in question arrived in thi
Mayflower, so Spooner used to proudly aa
tort. Unfeeling neighbor., used to seine
times sneeringly remark that it had more
the appearance of having corns in the Ark
Bat neighbors will carp and let their hap
Ian through your cebbegopatch in wile
and bristly freedom, so *e will take theb
lasers at 50 per cent. discount.
How the bureau came there was not the
subject that worried Spooner just before
the pall of darkness and bumps settled ova
the happy home. How to get it away wee
what agitated his mind.
Spooner's sole daughter, Cyclone., had,
it least, been so fortunate as to corral a
leafless being, who made her his wife—en4
the was Cyclonia Spooner no teaser. It
is not the purpose of the writer to dim
tribute the idea that, but for this time
le' attack of matrimony, Mim Spooner woule
leave become MOTO altitadinouse Far iron
it! She simply creed. as • Spooner, te
make the menu at three gaily repasts tor
as if attacked by an itinerant eat, and to re
mark plaintively that woman's mission en
forth mut not clearly defined -around th.
edges.
Now that their daughter had moseeded
in osensaittAng matrimony to the fires
&agree, Mr. and Mrs. Spooner resolved te
do the proper and appropriate thing. Aft..
much Centicular traght, they &aided ti
present her the sacred bursa, 'troupe
which clustered each hallowed aseseiationt
lees those laborer to an old ballet,
Nee.
The sawed bureau was located in the
mord story of the Spooner domicile. is
the "spare" Wires! How to set it down
astin was the questiee.
The time, esverel years before, when
Beggs, the &mynas*, had nerd the pen
krous piece of furniture to the essond
story window, by means of much rope lad
prefaany, was sill fresh In Spooner's stied
Ile remembered that eons had measured
the bream width wee an enormously d•
neloped &dais and then hod measured the
eta irway
"Too wide for the emirs." was Jags? evie
bet.
Bo withoet any more foto be had pro
3eseed to haul it up the Ode of the kern
sod Intraire it through a window.
But Storer considers himself • pew in
the way of esamentrated think, to any two
legged dramas that ever wom a hairy her
to for • beard and °bargee M pieces et
silver ter earrring a 50-seat trunk ties
Mocks. He knew, without meseurten that
the stairs were wide rouge for the he
maa. ilingle-hended end sire he attacked
the lugubrious gesso of flarli114/11 in its ewe
settee spare bedroom.
By dint of mush pulliag end ea equal
amount of henna& be suseeeded in were
Ulna it to the head et the -stairway. is %sae
of the feet that it sarmed seetanuelly
took its slew, into. the Soots, in a deter
mined odeet to resist the departure'.
Cesettiag ahead he carefully hawed the
bureau toward hinmeli. The operatios was
way marred by the trine4 sesideot el all
the drawees slipping out at wee sad the
awe sine, and en but the bise eas bash
Up amass porter of Ethoseer's perms as
they fell, • wooden shower, apes kim, sad
leaned Wow in the loe the slain
my. The last and neaviest drawer Is
=dad lit, wrong side ea Spooner'sbon the regular ceder et proems&
bust shoulder* said bowed head. His boil
• the Mayiswes Inkhorn slipped and the
Ili‘rode= Mil forward woos hthe the
him woctle hc.....111 the chin
rem 
tz
they west, with a the
end eslerity the sliced the prate of
ha- realm; frantically down the sorridow
of time.
Spooner wee • ti-id' in aware of the
bursas when both armeed In the "jug" of
the stairway.
The theorem ,'bleb hol mad. tholeeleberie
s few meonds before, larks in. confused haw
with all email:Ile COVIMI/111 upward to wel
ammo tits no. hearken Spooner.
He landed ea all these owners and sowTwo weeks ago she discovered that oral mote that ...mod to pat In as appeae
a tin boa belonging to her had been mee fee ay, ooeeains only, wed the se,
Ilorellblg -opened and Mein hills, throe sliest wad vowelles. bosoms weed wow.
alt ilesoies and proper', Geer stoles g on its head ea his quivering seeporosity.
• wilds nolikel leek se sharp yes se yet
enemas that It Smiled the bate out of t441
aistaney rod breech: Mrs. Sporer to tie
loot of *senates.
"Oh, the precious bureau!" she ehrished
"Chet, oh/ whet has happened*, itr
Premently a islet roles r Teri up from the
lottoes of the pile where 6poomer was do
Up a eremite" set.beneath the bureau:
"The pores heron is nninjured as.
rot." it l, "but I un mortally wound
by this mbiasterdedarata
Prerhtesiedeet the will seadielen et his
Vow's. MOW beembeb a ottsumams et re
• 
,aereeiree feminism sad with r iserrare
en his Jib, Min *or se rue fee sadist
, nee. Pra11011*s esturnee with newts
"or /titter. *hie *Wong attn, the wreak
if, numelood ems drown from beneath the
till exalt:est Weiser of the Roundhead's
Another meammeamat was instituted, re
be fonner driers of eagles, the drama's,
was vindicated. The bureau would go se
*ether down the 'jog," for the menial
.0- I I es m %tab narrower team there down.
nethout • word, ate with. ternbledath
slue resolmi depicted as his can_ el
image. and sees seteeral Bohai out IL %NM
shade Spooner, assisted by Kiliar, est to
work to form the lamer up to the top
• the stairs spin. nes they sueesseded
U asesomplishing, ia area of the Puritanical
resistres of that staithera orthodox atom
if &serene
Then Spooner Pone It ewer, and over,
eel, with the neigh' es aid, /se balanced
e 4 /11`111141ent en ti. witless-sin
• • smile of *Lair fistaish joy aso
apasseedio hitch to in. patealeeno slow
y • &wet, sway from the sketches of hie
tie rear suspender bestow, Isesorser pushed
she bureau. cow thoroughly high Lord, out-
ward, and JA Imre d through the air like
she flight et a brass- nobbled matiew. With
a mash, it deeded on the atone doorstep,
imo stories hulow, nd was nothao bet s
mock of its istaner rendre.
Windpgasee's valuables dog, of the
surablegged PelISU4111/6116 had, but. no
ear before.' WPM glawieg as overshoe
ois yip cippeeptp. Yrer be lay under the
rereas—only a esam‘se recolleetiode • were
'sum-spot.
Cyclones got as weediag present front her
moots; Spooner got teething but • aeoice
essorterot el bumps asid *bermes and
• bill for 015, mid to be the value of the
oto dog. To all of whisk he eislurgathe
te mob piotenseque ;there that be sees e
urelt trial in the neer discreet.
Miserable, 411hiese tleettasei—Oeed UI
eet
riot MISS1:1110iPAPEPS POCPSW.
Mete. Flocknom &neer a vela tioareb,
soneplained at the Herbert street po-
llee sistion, and said that only a per
son well acquainted with her premier
frontal have committee the robbery.
lbe woman has a pelt pugclog. witidb
knows eatery nook fat /the house- Foe
several days past Krt. Flecknoe bad
aoticed that this animal had fouled el
snug place, to sleep behind a hat men,
In the pallor hall, sad +when she re-
snored the rack to teat tit she found
the missing bank books and deeds.
There was no trees of sthe money.
Mts. Irleekeme called the der. When
Lb. aninent MOW that she bad posse.-
Ii4ha of the beak h.toks sIssd deeds it
ivied to seize ahem Tito pollee are
et the opinion that the deg has eaten
the money.
Waists to See Ma Page.
The sea of John Smith is anxioer•
S. eee hie dad, and puts this saver
tisement Is a Texas paper: -If John
regAnt, who ID rears age deserted his
at wife sad nabe, will return, saidWill knee* the Wise wat
Ow" ba.• 
•
REIFER3 KILLED FOR DIM I FRESH FASHION NOTES.
Sew York Montero Obliged Se Pap
PLO* ter a noels gaaning
tila a Big Wars.
John Hendee:keen, a breeder et
fancy cattle, mostly Guernseys and
Jerseys, living near Pleasant Valley,
on the Cochecton turnpike from
White Leas to Newburg, N. Y., re-
tautly found four of hie finest young
heifer• in the field, all riddled with
charges of buckshot, wile& had em-
tested the bodies just behind the fore
Neighbors reported that bunters
from New York, who had been stay-
ing at White Lake, had passed over
his farm in quest of partridge, and
that Arita had been heard in the
eicinity'of taut field where the settle
were at posture.
The dead heifers were the finest
specdmens of the Hendrickson herd.
and it oecurred to the owner as he
was examining the wounds that
killed them that they bore a strong
resemblance to does by reason of
their delicately formed Kibbe. He
was seised with the idea that they
had been mistaken for deer by the
Hendrickson ...art to White Lake,
hat found that the three men he
wanted had gone. He eacortained
their names and addressee in New
York and after coriderable difficulty
located them. Ha has just returned
after seeing them, and as • result
if his visit he le 4600 eerily than
Writ he went to the silty.
FIDDLES WITHOUT HANDL
/Vaal& °laymen. et AtLanta„, Ill., derma
tremee Seemingly Ineossmoone-
able Dilleultiee.
Atlanta, • small tows south of
Bloominnton, Ill., has in Prank Claw-
son a fiddler whom, chief bid for
fame Hes in the fact that he is with-
out hands. Choosey has bona, per-
former on the violin since boyhood,
and his shell was such that ho was to
demand at every country dance in
that part of the country. Several
ream ago be wee caught in a bliz-
zard and both hands were so badly
burn that they were anapntatod at
the wrist. Supposing that his M-
illing days were Over, the old beware-
moat was leid away by the owner
The old-time longing to bring out
music became too strong to be ie.
slated, and he arrayed the unique
Idea of 'Aorta, without heads. Be
made a *contrivance out ad heavy
sore, which ens bled him to wield the
tow. The matter of fingering we.
more ditflentt, but by hard practice
he ensinied the enure of his left hand
le make the necessary shifts from
rate eerieg to ancrther, and from po
althea to position. With the fiddle
held Is place by hie (thin and imees
sad with the help of hie Alamo
arms, Clawson rn &nag,- • to plat
aserly ae mach ea seer as form .1
• YOUTHFUL ORANDIKAL
. _
• Oarlotes. 'ewes roll% alb,.
Claims the liewerd ter the
aterithweet.
--
A FreodMetber SS le the record of
Sirs. Japer P. Carleton, of lows Falls
to., who slater tits distinction of teethe
lee youngest grandmother in the en-
ore northwest. he t• hoping to be •
ereat-gr a ad its elks r by the time elle
• U.
Mr and lira Cuestas were mar-
red in Ohio le years age, Mrs. Carleto•
song only 11 years old when he was
wooed, won and led to the altar by het
entbfill sehnolmate. Leas than twe
reams later, when only 13 years of •gss
she became a mother. The tendency
toward tarty MI fri•V•1111 Ms Caresses
Wilily was treeernitted to the dough
••r, and two years ago, at the age of le,
else was married. Lost week she he
lame a mother.
Until recently James P. Carleton we.
postmaster at Iowa Fella but • taw
mantle ago be and his wife removed to
St. Peel. Minn.. where their daughter
and grandchild reside.
Illewarmowl i.e Resiellttog tam Nears.
• promising movement has bre
started in Virginia for the benefit of
the rime popnlotion. The Ides min
Ward with Dr. R. Z. Jones. of Rich
mood. and several prominent . and
weetteiv stegroeo are Associated witk
him. The trot of the proposed set.
derneerte will he established neat
Itickotemd. Plots of ten acre* each
will lee toed off. and upon each will
be sorted a foie-roomed log cable
of antler style Theme plots will be
sold OS easy natal` menus plans to
Geier oee arras to better them-
selves. They wtill be given prat:stir)
and amrteratte inete-uction in farm-
lug. en experienced expert from the
instite •0 at gAgartila beta/ engaged
se Ina meter.
Plea a Proltglake momenes.
A bold, remerkablo project to vs
soloing attention among Rueter on
gineeers. it is proposed to oonstrnot
• tunnel under the aria resin of the
roils-roe mous:mains from a point 41
melee south of Vladtkavkaa. The tan
set will be 23 miles long and etiel
e75,000,000. As soon as the Trans Si
bertha railway ta finished. It to be
tiered, this Caucasian tunnel, which
kaa the warm support of the Kat
will be oomansaoed. From a milltare
sad weentnersial point of view the
wore will he it not importance, as
she only &root communication with
trano-Caiseasee trona soothers Ruside
Is by an 'nib:tarp reed tram Sleek/
iota. *a Idea
Selbeele In Oakes.
• yam, ago there we $611 puha
gobooes he Cabe, will 1114,1100 eabi)drem
Now thew we mono asked 4611.
armm4 sod sow Rehash, we beams
%Oa _ ._ •
Pew Ideate In Drees OrnaneentatIes
Is Iterldoace la the Up-to-leate
Costume.,
• charming evening gee...A for s
young girl is of rich miroir satin
veiled with either white, gold or col
*red nut, showing a delicate design of
lace or ribbon applique in a floral do
sign, elternating with roses or ca
melliee sewn on in a studied careless
nest, says the Brooklyn Eagle.
Some ingenious mortal has inter-
turd an effective nevelty this re-e. on
namely, black velvet roees, abeut the
size ottlie palm of one's hand, rend;
to applique unte, silk, lace or chiffos.
There is an open circle in the middle,
through which the material can be
drawss. These roses make the moat
effective sort of decorotion.
The bridal robes of one of the brieee
of this season was made with a chif-
fon coat, tucked all over, meeting a
yoke of lace and lace sleeves, a lace
train starting from between the
shoulders, and a handwome lace
flounce at the hem. In this bride's
trousseau was a handsome white satin
gown, with a lace flounce round the
hem, put on very full and headed by
festoons of chiffon caught up into
scallops.
At a recent society function in Paris
one of the most picturesque and no
tterble toilettes was of black vel-
vet. The Louis KV/. corsage formed a
double-breasted front and long coat-
tail behind, while round the decollet
age a deep white lace collar, almost
reaching to the waist behind, passed
over the shoulders and formed a point
In front. White mousseline tranapan
eat long loose sleeves were caught
tightly to the wrist by a blank velvet
band.
L'Art Nouveau has ceased to be a
sovelty, although unique and exceed-
Ingly beautiful *sample, are continte
ally being produced, so the seekers fez
something newer in the line of jewelry
and dress accessoriee have tarred
their attention to the Russian produe
Ilona. The costliness of these articles
which are truly works of art, is.ulli-
dent gnarantee that they will not be-
come too popular, and their beauty
end variety of design win appreciation
from all lovers of exquisite ornaments
Incrustations of lace are gaining in
favor rather than losing their pres-
tige. and very ethereal effects are pro-
duced by applying lace on to chiffon,
which is placed over satin; and they
also look exredIngly well on foulards,
especially white foulards, with fina
Irish point of rather a deep tone, out-
lined with black ribbon. The material
I. always cut away from beneath the
lace, which gives it a light effect
White foulard with Mark Chantilly
Incrustations is a good combination
It is less erpenaiee than the very rich
embroideries end in man • ways is
eery desirable.
HINTS ON FURNITURE.
a Comfortable Desch That Is Haiti)
Made at lionie—An Agitates.
Oak Stale, Mee.
Few families, whether in town of
wintry. have sufficient closet space
in which to keep gowns and
wraps unwrinkled. The safer way.
In any en.e. is to lay them fatly
tnd smoothly in • box large crewel)
to accommodate them at their hill
length. Slosh a box may be made
et borne in such a way as to serve s
double purpose—that of sconeh •nr
vardrobe combined, says the New
York Tribune. A stout lern of sinpaiot
ti wood. six feet fon inches long be
shoat three feet four tunbes wide, ear
be constructed by ry ty,Fr boy or his
mother without difficulty, using tonne
wire nails. to avoid !Wittier the *nod
The cover should have a cross Intl;
near each end, and must be triune
hinged OD the box. Line the inside of
the box and lid with a serves-able cam-
bric or silerele. Then nail e cushion
deep and springy, to the toes. This
cushion tray be made of all old halt
mattreso picked to piece, and put is
sew ticking of the proper etre, or of
°wool waste." or may he procured at
little expense from an upholsterer.
Tack an artistic denim or chintz is
hey plaits all &rennet The box. a nri covet
le top separately, finishing the edge
of the letter with a ful: pinked ruching
of the fabric to conceal the opening
!4eir-e a strong loop op the edge of tht
top by which to lift it, rd is is well to
fasten a piece of strong tape et each
sod to lid and box, to avoid straining
the Mopes.
Peeped with pillows and with an at
yban thrown over tire foot, thi• melees
S eomfortoble engirt' by day, awl even
by niabtif necessary
An excellent ha:1 table for II conntrt
Douse was evolved not long ago by at
Inge* mita girl from an ordinary us-
in eed kitchen table without a leaf
'he towed two Inches trot the legs
then staioed the whole with a black
nein. made as follotsee: A few rents'
worth of logwnod chive were pot i, r
stone ear, with just enough water te
sower them. sod left, to simmer oe
stove fee half s (ley. Tilt 14nstle,
tppieed to the sse, eel and left to 0,
ileenegar in which a number of run.
nails bad been eteeped was then
brnehed over, and repeated until the
Sable acquired • to od antique oak col-
oring. Braes rollers were then fen
tened on the leg' a. d an nirl-fachloneh
brass handle pet tse the drawer, veLleb
wag stained insect* to match the mil
side, and aersed for holding gloves. etc
A scarf of dark rd leather wes fee-
tened down the mit' 'le of the table with
brass heeded tack.- and, behold! areal-
ly handsome "old , dan" ball table!
Alai a e. oleo Oa*.
Willth---Pa, Is pelitnee • profeesiest
sw is bushier/
Pa—Well, that 'spends upon cdie
nuastaare. if ye ten an Um wise
Meg aids it's a buiasese.—Pathithr
Pram
ULF CULTURE PLANS WONDERFUL BRAIN WORN-'
Secretary Wilson to Encourage Do.
velopment of the Wintry.
Wal Ask Congress ler .10,000 Sew Me
Paripeee et Preliminary ?sat and
Saveserttgation et Whitt Can Be
Done in Vatted States.
Secretary Wilson, of the department
if agriculture, is determined to re-
eisi , interest in the cultivatioa of silk
worms sad mulberry trees in tee
United Suites, and the sum of $10,00o
which he has asked regress to give
aim to develop silk culture in the
United States for a preliminary test
sad investigation, will be spent with
a view of interesting every man and
woman in the country who has some
spare tem* for the work in the planting
of mulberry trees and the care of silk
worms.
If the appropriation asked for is
granted Secretary Wilson will turn his
attention first to the south, on account
of the large amount of cheap laboi
to be procured there. If the results
Is the south are at all satisfactory
n the men, women and even the
children will be appealed to by the gee
due:anent to lend a band in establishing
a new industry.
"After congress authorises the
start." sold Secretary Wilson, ~I shall
be ready to furnish the necessary sup-
plies to anyotie wishing to make the
experiment of silk culture. Tb.- note,
Is about all tone in tie spring, end it
my plans carry, by next spring every
member of eongress will have at hit
disposal 60 mulberry trees to be given
away to his oonstituents. I think it
Nicely that I shall call upon Booker
T. Washington to help me at the start
through his great industrial school
at Tureen Ala. Be is ready there
I. take hold of the experiment and
de much in a short time in educating
the people in silk eulture.
"So far as I am concerted, I know
silk °enure can be made a success in
this country. People laughed at me
when I sold the beet sugar Industry
would be a encore, but It is a success,
and the total yield this year will be
000,000 tons of sugar. We are grow-
lag excellent tea plants in this ran-
try to-day and preparing tea for the
market in an absolutily clean way—
that is. in steel cylinders and without
the tramping of perspiring cheap lobo,
upon the leaves. The Yankee can sur-
mount almost any obstacle, and he lea
niediately improve, almost any ides
or industry he imports."
WANTS ISLE'S COINS CHANGED
kottag ge 
 et =await Drava
•=1014•111111 Money for Use in
tbe Islets&
Authority for the conversion of all
Hawaiian silver coins into correspond-
ing rine of the United States and for
the basairstion of a limited number of
Chinese laborer. conditioned upon
their engaging in ageleelteral pursuits
eel, daring their residence in the ter-
ritory and their reture to their own
run try spoil ceasing to be farmers are
the chief recommendations of H. Z.
Cooper, acting governor of Hawaii, La
his annual repo I,.
The prosperity of the island., accord-
big to the setting governor, depende on
the suecesetal and economical produee
%ion of sugar. "The employment of
Chin-ese and Japanese by the. planters.,"
he rya, "never has and Dever will In
terfere with either American skilled or
unskilled labor, but if an ample supply
of desirable labor can be obtained it
means millions of dollars spent for ma-
alstrrery, building materials, t001•• steal
and iron and other supplies of Ament
ern meneteetere."
Wow Jersey's Per Peed Law.
What is said to be the strictest pure
food law In the United States has just
gone into effect in New Jersey. Its
enforcement has been intrusted to
the New Jersey board of health. Un-
der it the office of state dairy corn
missioner has been abolished and his
duties have tome under those of the
*Wel food inspect sr. There will be
a large number of deputees scattered
all over the state. Everything that
eau come into use for human con-
gumption as food or drink In included
under the law. The inspection will
even take In canned goods. It does
sot matter whether these or anything
else is manufactured or put up out-
side the state or in it, they are liable
to come under the hen of the law if
the analysis to be made from time to
time show, them to be unfit for hu-
man food.
DIsproves Koch Tikoory,
Positive signs of tuberculosis have
appeared in the cow that was inocu-
lated with germs by Dr. George D.
Barney, of Brooklyn, several days
ago. Dr. Barney will permit the
signs to become more pronounced
and will then kill the cow and hold
an autopsy. Dr. Barney is now eer-
tele that he has disproved Dr. Koch's
theory that human tuberculosis and
bovine tuberculosis are not intercom
atuntoable. Dr. Barney said last
sight that he had no doubt that the
autopsy to be performed would
prove beyond doubt the fallacy of Dr.
Koch's theory.
Prteeseers a ilrltileib Indian Jolla
No fewer than 587,884 prisoners
were ii, the prisons of British India
• 1891e1900—an intros.. of 98.054
over the number for 1891. Of this
berm total only 14 Seil were ferns'.*,
*fetch is • smaller proportion them
Is western countries.
0151 ID/ a IS rtes...
• new form of besiefaceion to a
Sew Reiland town is that taken te
the setts A Prone e firthell ofnow
York., who has rivet eteltilyi., •
111•011t. • amen riles -
Memory Tan Up.. the nessoriee ed
Clerks in the Vatted state*
Railway Postal Serelems.
Millions of people are comet:ere en
aowatiays of beirg tax.el lit erenally,
but an army of •acti in employ
of Uncle Sam are I:sures-mei with a
mental practice unheard of, as re-
gards extent, in any other country of
the world. Things 1.1)41 railway
postal clerk must remenitor have in-
'reused In such volume thet c se would
think every cell of his sr-an would
ne tilled wi•b the name o' a T sat office
er railwee connrction, uea Jae WW1.
ter is t. at the clerk's mind does not
falter under the pressure. Despite
these facts cases of insanity among
Ibis class of public servants are rare,
says the Chicago Record-Herald.
One Chicago postal clerk maiuts tied
for several years a record of 21.000
cares (which take the place of letters
n examinaeiona) with an average per
oent. of correct e:stribution of a frae.
tion over 99 per tent. He knew hoo, to
reach that many offices in several
states by the sho, test, quickest roe
and he knew the eorrec• locate- -4
each office in its sate.
A clerk on the New York and i•i-
eago railway post office tnue los, is
the correct locateen of every poso •,f-
Ice in a group of states made up of
Illinois, Iowa, Wisconsin, Indiana,
Minnesota, Sotee; Dakota .?id Ne-
braska. In these seven stale. there
are 12,317 post ofires. Not on iy is the
clerk required to be "up" on the gen-
eral scheme, which wears the correct
location of the post offices in eeetx
state. but he Must know how to reach
the whole 12,00e post office% from one
or more statione
A clerk runnii g between Chicago
and Milmeapee, underwent no fewer
than 78 exorui: ations in 13 yes-
Learning 12,306 offices in 13 different
sections of the United States. In
some of the exnminations be was roe
quired to make a Chicago city dirtile
button, which means that while run-
ning over tilt country at the rate of a
mile • minute he must distribute let-
ter. to the carriers of the Chicago de-
livery. Be must know not only where
every public building and leading mere
pantile house is heated, but also how
to divide the numbers on a particu-
lar streenso that he can "tie out" his
totters to the correct carrier, accord.
lng to the route of the latter. Thin
same clerk made 13 examinations in
ten months, with an average correct
distribution of 9 .88 per cent. In 80
examinations he came out of nine ot
them with a clear 100 per cent. each.
Think of such a task, taking into
sonskierstion the puzzling similarity,
of names that are used to designate
poet offices! Thole too, mast be con-
sidered the fact .at there are hun-
dreds of oases where in each state is
• post office of the Name name. For
instance, in the states named alx.ve
there are five post offices named Ham-
ilton, six Grants, four Garfield", four
Geneess, four Smithvilles, foes. Spar•
tas and five Jefferson., and so on.
in some instances there is a post of-
Ice of the same name in each of the
seven statee. As one may imarios,
this only tends to confuse the average
mind.
THE MOUNTAIN LION.
---
Pao 05 'taptene Re aglb-on - Tom bill
Ptah or of e Oa* Tribe. Sew
Her I to rind.
From a story in St.. Nicholas we
clip this description of the old-tints
mountain lion:
There was a time when the Orneri-
er mountain lion was on. of the
most formidable animals in the world.
The cat is the masterpiece of nature;
sae wee telligineirra iron was wee es Wee
most terribly armed and powerful of
the oat ramily. It was a compact
mass of hard and tough muscle and
gristle, with bones If iron, taxon.,
jaws, sharp teeth. -and claws like
steel penknife-blades It was
prodigiously strong, lithe, aged quiet,,
reared with a mail-coat of loose shin
that was as tough as leather.' It had
the temper of a demon, and was in-
satiably bloodthirsty. Withal, it had
the proverbial nine lives of the esti
tribe.
Against each an animal it woes
hopeless to match dogs. It was said.
In the school-books of 40 years ago,
that "three British mastiffs can pull
down a full-grown Asiatic Hoe." Per-
haps they could; but they would have
been sorry of they had tackled a full-
grown American mountan lion of
that time. He was not to be "pulled
down" by anything: and-if he had
be-r. "yelled down," that was ereetly
the position in which he fought beet
With his back protected by the earth.
and all four fearfully armed paws fly-
ing free, aided by his terrible teeth,
and a body so strong that it could
not be held in any position—well,
when he was "down" was the time
that he was most "up."
He once was found in all the Rocky
mountain regions, from the jaguar
haunted tropical foreets of the ex-
trerhe south to the home of the
northern -winter blizzard; but he at-
tained his greatest size and ferocity
, on the subtropical plateau of north- '
ern Mexico, New Mexico and Arisone.
These animals are no longer what
they were. The tourist or hunter of
to-day cannot htese to find, any of 'he
old-time pcwer to ferocity.
ClIpplage foe Royal Reading.
As his children attained the age of:
ten King Edward had everything con-
strain, them which appeared in the
newspapers pneted into albums, and
these were handed sorer to them o ilea
they reaehed years of discretion. The
prince of Wales, however, began at the
beginning, and each et his oblidren
has a volumeteof newspaper outt3ngg
dating from Th. deg ad bietee—Clies
was (Mandel., •
.••-••
ellenefereene•
- •
„
ews-4.
VINOL.
This excessivegy hot weather saps
strength and vitality. You feel tired
and worn out at? the time; your ener-
gy is gone; every organ in the body
needs toning up; you become billious
and feverish. Take a Bile Capsule
tonight at bedtlkne. It will dispel all
bile and impurities from the system,
and tone up the liver. Tomorrow
continue taking VINOL, the Recon-
structive Tonic. It is GUARAN-
TEED to make you feel better.
The Bile Capsule costs you nothing.
The VINOL is $1.00 per bottle. Beth
ere guaranteed and sold only at
McPHER.SON'S
DRUG. STORE
Prescriptions called for a9d'*de (v-
ered tie any part of the city.
s'Phones No. Ito.
CCX. 4th and Broadway,
PADUCAH, KENTUCKY.
WANT
COLUMN
WANTED-First-class cook for
small family. Inquire at 408 Wash-
ington street.. tf
R,FaNT-Furnishod rooms
within 'three blocks of Fourth and
Broadway. Ring old phone 613-4.
FOR RENT-Three downstairs
' )room si electric:lights, gas, hydrant
and cistern water. Apply 513 North
Sixth.
WANTED-A girl to do general
housework; two in family. Apply at
• flat No. 3, No. 308 North Ntioth
Street.
FOR SALE-My farm in Arcadia;
also full blooded Jersey cows. Apply
to T. L. Crice or myself. Mrs. L.. M.
Bloomfield.
FOR RENT-House at 514 Clay.
Sewer connections and all improve-
ments. Call 533 North Sitich, or
phone 1418, old phone.
LOST---Lady's gold watch; name
Alice F. Leeder engraved on back.
Finder returning watch to Utterback's
grocery will be liberally rewarded.
LOST-One water spaniel dog.
eleven months, old; comes to call of
"Buck;" black in color. Return to
Hal S. Corbett, 313 North Ninth
street, for reward.
FOR SALE-A two-story frame
dwelling, seven rooms, lane recep-
tion hall, hot and cold water, good
out buildings, nice yard with shade
frees. Wil sell on terms to snit pur-
chaser. Price reasonable. Apply at
924 North Seventh street. New
phone No. 630.
Saturday Mornint, Aug. va, 1905.
LOCAL NEWS
Sgioke "co" and "New Market"
cigars;.rtsaiktryi Romaine & Vincent.tf
-Continued -cloudy and unsettled
weather, with probable showers, is
the prediction for today.
-.The Jobe Hobson bankruptcy
case ints,_aresied before Referee Bag-
by jAnladay and taken under advise-
ment
-The city was very quiet last
isightp, though there were more than
the. usual number of people on the
stets
-a-Public notice will today he put up
county court -house door apripertis-
ing du sale of the property and fran-
chise of the People's Independent
Telephone' Company.
-The elevator in the front part of
Wilhelm & Ferriman's cigar note,
',wad news stand is being taken out,
'sultrsteps in the rear of the building,
iwill be used to gain entrance to the
upper !dories.
-The result of the meeting which
closed last night at Lone Oak was
thirty-nine convereions and the or-
ganiaation of a church with sixteen '
members. The meeting was conduct- I
ed by Rev. Cap Owen.,
-Prof. Charles Abler, of Frankfort. I
who is a member of the erwatripment
band as its !snarling rlarionist, is well
known to Prof. Wm. Deal, of this
city. Prof. Deal twelve year, ago
gave Mr..Ahler his fit-se instructions ,
on the violin Mr. Ahler is a fine vio-
liniist also and is leader of the opera a
trance Orchestra in Frankfort.
Will Begin Today.
It is expected that the Illi
antine against Kentucky
today. Dr. Willi
of Chicago. a
boartd of ismattlk, was in the
y in conference with Dr.
May, president of the local
hetarat of health, and atated that it was
the intention to do so
is guar- ,
go into I
M. Gal-
er of the I
-4.1111111.1101011WrIWWPWIIIINININminsammespligew
Personal Mention • Compan
Mrs Will Gray is in Ca-
diz.
Alen Edthe Gilligan is visiting in
Cincinnati.
Supt. J. J. Graven, of the Tennes-
see division of the I. C., was here yes-
terday on business.
Mirs. John Clark and son, of §te
Louis, are visiting Mr. Cheri "ePare
ente, Capt. and Mrs. W. C rk.
-Mr. Lon Emerson, Paducah
City Railway, left pferday for Dave-
son.
Attorney m T. Spaulding, of
Lebanon y. was in the city yes-
terday.
. Mary Hubbard, of Louisville,
Mrs. Morton, of St. Louis, are
guests of Mire. Hubbard, of Noe-
ton street.
Mrs. R. E. Ashbrook and so; Ned,
left yesterday for Old Point Comfort.
Mr. R. W. MkKinney and wife, and
Miss Connie Grundy left last night
for Old Point Comfort and other
isoints East.
Mrs. Will. Weakis, of Hopkinsvlie,
is the guest of Mrs. Frank Smith, of
North Fourth street.
Misses Fannie -and Relia Coleman
returned -yesterday from a vist to
Princeton.
Miss Kate Griffin has returned to
liqpitinswille, after a visit here.
Mies -Hattie Settle is visiting the
family of Dr. D. P. Juett, in Bland-
ville.
Mr. R. D. Clearents went to Bland-
ville yesterday to visit his father-in-
law, Dr. D. P. Jinn.
M. Robert Ackee returned yester-
day felons.* visit to Uniontown, Ky.
Mrs.. R. L. Eley is visiting in Kut-
tawa.
Mr. Jae Wasserman, formerly of
this city, but now of Little Rock, is
here visiting friends.
Mrs. R. Wt .Brown, of Louisville,
has returned home, after a visit to
Miss Jeanette Campbell, North Sev-
enth street.
Mr. G. M. Ingram, of Nashville, is
in the city.
M. C. W. Watts, of Southland, is
in the city.
Mr. Conn Linn, of Murray, is in
the city.
Mr W. H. Heater. of Mayfield, was
in the city yesterd- -.
Mir. J. H. Coletrau, of Murray, was
here 3enterday.
Mr. Charles Linthicam, of Wick-
liffe, is visiting in the city.
Mr. Albert Foster has returned
from a trip through Western Ken-
tucky.
Mrs. Slie West and little daugh-
ter. Ida. aim next weeb for Dawson.
Hon W. Tabb, of Nolin, Ky.,
nominee for state senator, is in the
city.
Mr. orntincy B. Love and daughter.
of Roe-anon, Tex., are the guests of
friend- n the city.
Mr. B. Phillips and Mr W. C.
Moot '-ny, of Elirabethtown, Ky.,
are in the city.
Mrs f. M. Worten and Miss Eliz-
abeth l'agg leave today for a month's
visit to Denver, Cot
Miii Kate Worten and Master
Wheeler Worten leave today for
Hatoptou. Living-ton county.
Mrs. Id- F month and Miss Ruby
Williams ate ved yesterday from
Dawson to seised the governor's bell.
They are the nests of Mrs. William
Wrig•ht.
Miele Bertha K1ndin has setueped to
Louisville, after a pleasant two weeks'
visit to Mks. Petter, on Elizabeth
street.
Z. T. Long and 7. L. Wrather, of
Mayfield, were in the city yesterday.
J. H. Amon and Alfred Johnston,
of Sharpe, were in the city yesterday.
J. C. Parsons, circuit clerk of Liv-
ingstou county, woe in the city last
night.
Rid Reed and son, of Smithland.
are in the city.
Mrs. L. E.. Dodd left last night for
her home in Kick-nem, accompanied
by her show, Miss Lizzie Hall.
Mira. S. W. Cooley, Mae J. L. Dis-
?nukes, Jr., of Mayfield, and Mr". J.
E. Watson, of Louisville, were the
guests of Mrs. Roy McKinney yester-
day.
Miss Mary Lou Pyrd, of South
Sixth etreet, has gone to Cairo to vis-
it the family of Mr. A. S. McGee. She
will be accompanied home by her sis-
ter, Miss Ethel Byrd.
Miss Flossie Like, 643 Elizabeth
street, is visiting her cousin, Mies
Carrie Bovo, in Wickliffe.
Judge Evans and daughter. Elaine,
of Smithland, are in the city.
Mi. L. H. James, father of Con-
gresernnn 011ie James, is here from
Marion.
,fifise Clara Getehistin has returned
front Grayson Springs.
Miss Lillie Holancl, of Paul, Ky.,
and Mr Briggs. of St. Louis, are
guests of Mr. 0. G. Whetter and sis-
ter, Mies Birdie Whetter, of ing
North Thirtaenth street.
Clarence Householder and Smith
Utterback will ,leave today for Dixon
Springs
Chief of Police C. H. McNutt, of
111hr4leld, was hone yesterday.
N. K. Morris and II. M. Wakefield
left last night for Nashville and other
points en a ten-days' rotting.
Mr. Cecil Johnson, of Fulton, is
visiting his aunt, Mina.
Common weakh's Attorney J. G.
Lovett -and gem, of Fkatoia, were here
yesterday.
14611. M. A. Buihanaand Mrs. pr.
R. R. Buchanan, Of If. Loath the
former being the niotfUl of Mr. G. P.
, of tee hianimiand Packing
, of the cite, were in ttie.cLty
a shott while yesterday. They we
guests en the steamer Saltillo ail
were making the round trip up t'
Tennessee river.
Mrs. Charles -Brower, of the
is in Mayfield, visiting her moth ,
:errs. Smith Thomas,
Mrs. M. Isom has gone to May-
field to visit her daughter, Mrs. Hig-
gins.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Kigeo who
came .dtnen from a sojouns at Smith-
land, have gone to St. Louis for a
several days' trip.
The Rev. S. H. Nweeya, of Persia,
is in the city. He will deliver two ad-
dresses Sunday at the Mot: Ctillitati-
land Peesbyterian church. -
Judge J. K. Greer ban returned
from a visit to Smithland.
Dr. John Dist:lakes, Jr., and Mr.
Henry Hale, of Maryland, Were in the
'city yesterday prospecting. for the
buying of an automobile.
Hub Albritton and John- Hamil-
ton, of Mayfield. were in the city
Judge E. W. Bagley went to Ful-
ton last night on bankruptcy business.
yesterday. a
Fire Chief James Wood has been
granted a ten days' leave of absence
and will leave Sunday for Duluth,
Minn., to attend the Fire Clefs con-
vention.
Mrs. Oscar Starl s. soft two chil-
dren have ione to Cobb, Ky., to visit
the family of Dr. Amass. formerly of
this city:-
Attorney J. G. Miller and Insurance
Agent Jute Greer go to Murray to-
day to loo after a case in 'the circuit
court there.
Mr. Charles Legg and family, of
Mayfield, an registeeed at the Pal-
mer.
Col. John Under, of Calvert City,
is in the city.
Chitties George is at home from at-
tending the Winslow Dressers' con-
vention at Chicago.
Mrs. E. F. Byng aud daughter,
Miss Alice, of 'Clinton, La., are is The
city, the guests of their 'laughter and
sister, Mrs. James Wikox.
Mos. LloYd 'Wieson. of Louisville,
is expected in. the city this evening
to visit her sister, Mrs. James Wil-
cox, and mother, Ms. E. F. Brag,
and sister, Miss Alice Byng:
Judge El. L. Sanders has returned
to Ssiiittiand to spend several more
day* He has not been well for some
days, and his physician there has ad-
vised him to prolong hie rest • until
the middle of next week. He left the
city yesterday afternoon.
HAS 'TOO MANY WIVES.
Three in Georgia and Two in South
Carolina.
Mobile, Ala., Aug. 11.---John R.
Haynes, the young white man arrest-
ed here several days ago as Is;fui-
tive from justice. was taken- te)
butts -yesterday by 'Deputy qhferiff
N t A. Cimatain, who arrived 'here
with extradition papers charging
Haynes with bigamy. 'Haynes is al-
leged to have three wives in Georgia
and two in South Carolina.
Maud Moore, the 17-yeatae4d girl
Who clairris to have marritid Haynes
in December last at Atlanta and who
Wall with him, when arrested in this
city, is being cared for by %trill
Powers. She is expected to be re-
turned to her needier in Manta.
Among the Sick.
Miss Alice Taylor. 425 Oh
n 
iflimrlt
who has bee suffering Sal
fever is improving. Shefliainlattgia
ter of Councilman Young Tailor.
Mr. and Mrs. Grider Tborasberry
are confused to their home with illness
on Fountain avenue.
Maj. G. W. Saunders, U. S. deputy
mandrel, was in the city from, Miayfielel
yesterday and stated tirat hie Wife was
iniproving from her recent illness.
Mrs. JohloKreutzer is very id at her
home, coo South Fourth smut
Mrs. J. G. Switzer, of 914 Bionson
avenue, who has bee-n ill of fever, is
improving.
Miss Lute Gilbert, of South Thind
street, is ill of fever.
Mr. Will Porteous, sexton at Oak
Grove, who hap been suffering for
several month, Irons partial paralysis
of the throat, is improving. as his
friends will be glad to learn. Thors,
day he sea the fine inece of meat he
has awalkowed for nine months and
his speech is also improving. Ha-
aged mother, who hats been quite ill
for several weeks, is now able to
leave her bed.
• Realty Transfer*.
The following deeds vier* filed for
record yesterday in the county clerk's
office: •
G. 0. Gibson and wife, Hattie Gib-
son, to E. B. Fondest, Mod in the
county; .consideration, $1,300,
E. Fotrell and wife, A. R. Fotrell.
to E. Futrell, Firiank McKinney and
R. C. Gore, trustees of the Metho-
dist Episcopal church, South, load in
the county; considleration, $24,01X).
The Mississippi Valley Company to
the Mississippi Valley corporation,
land in the county; consideration,
$18,000. '
Electric Light Notice.
All hills are due and met)* at the
office of the company, astio South
Fourth street. Current be dis-
continued if Ws are tuat paid on or
Were August TO
PADUCAH CITY 'RAILWAY.
Thousands Out
THE GOVERNOR'S REVIEW OF
THE STATE GUARDS DREW
WELL.
Yesterday's Features of the amp-
rnent Satisfactory and Enjeyeble
to the Interested.
The encampment of the state guards
was the center of much interest yes-
terday and last evening. The pres-
ence of Gov.- Beckham- andsteff and
the review of the guards. by the gov-
ernor and staff and the dance given
lsst evening in honor of the governor
and his associates was the cause of the"
interest exhibited, In the afternoon,.
when tile review occurnod..there most
have been four thotaand people at the
camps and about the ground% and
last night another goodly throng was
out to participate- in the dance and
look * upon the sights of the camp.
In all respects the occasion first
-and
last was just what was desieed, the
review being most satisfactory and
the dance a most elegant function.
There Was a little change from ttie
routine in the camp during the night'
before. Along shlortly after -midnight
there, was a mimic surprise of the en-
campment-a hasty call to arms-
which was a feature somewhat new
in state encampment life arid which
drew the boys into- tbe opening in
all manner of appearances. But they
came to front in very good style
and were complimented duritne the,
school:, of instruction. During yes-
terday there were other pleasing fr./A-
imee in the work of. the guards, but
the most admirable one was tire way
they showed upon the review line.
Other than the home people there
were many visitors from the surround'
ii sections at the camp. The several
excursions run into the city over the
railroads and by stearnerte brought
quite a number of people and these
ail went to Wallace Park.
Gov. Beckham and staff calculated
leave the city this morning for
rrankfort and' doubtless carried out
their intention. The governor was tmt
at k to stay as tong as he expected'
on this trip because of the large
amount of official business which he
.d left unattended to when be came
away frprn Frankfort. He will Be
trek again in about ten days when
the next regiment cane far encamp-
ment and may then be able to stay.
tin full time fixed.
River Ripplings.
The steamer Kentucky wih leave at
5 o'clock this afternoon for die Ten-
nessee Myer.
The Evansville packets are running
laic.
The John S. Hopkins will be today's
Evans,', tile packet.
The Savarmiah will leave today for
St. Louis from the Tellt1411See river.
Caetain Oscar Barrett has begun
work on the dike at Mound City.
The river was on a etand yesterday.
The Lotus took the New Century
show boat up the Tennessee river
yesterday.
It is thought now that the towboat
Joe B. Williams canittoebe rescued
from its watery grave so easily as ex-
pected and it will be souse time before
the mammoth boat CALD be gotten up.
The Sycamore has gone into the
Ohio river.
The Wonting Star has gcme to Loin
isville.
A HORSE SHOW PROM.
Association Organized to So Paver
the People in October.
Yesterday a number of local' horse
fanciers organized an association to
give the people a horse show in Oc-
tober. The gentlemen who are so in-
terested give the fullest assussecei
that the show will be all tIse people
could expect. Though -it seems early
to so declare a show Weil LS no other
place has ever excelled is certain and
this the people can calculate upon.
Another meeting will be held- soot'
and 'then full anncemcernents will be
made.
The official/ corps of the Horse
Show Aosoeistioo is as follow.:
Robert B. Phillips. preeideLyn.
0. L. Gregory, vice president.
Bch Weitle, secretary.
Richard Rudy, treatelirer.
Toni Lovelace, 'recording secretary.
The directors are: W. M. Rieke,
Melvin Waller/telt?, E. J. Paxton,
Robert WI/helm. Louis Browniow,
Charles K. Wheeler, George C. Wal-
lace, S. A. Fowler, Cheeks Reed, in
S. Thompoon, Charles Alcott, Henry
Rudy, A. J. Decker, Jas. Hedy, Chas.
Porter, James M. Lang, Adolph Well,
Herbest Hawkins, Vendor C. Barnett,
Wynne Tully and .Ben Frank.
TM) Infants Dl..
••=1•111=1.111=1•11,
•
The eleven-months-old- child of Mr.
and Mrs. J. McDtonald, of 223 Aloneoe
street, died Thursday 'night of men-
ingitis. The burial took place yenter-
day afternoon at 5 o'clock at Oak
Grove cemetery,
anallinellate 
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Keep Cool-It's Easy,
ALL YOU HAVE TO DO IS TO DRINK PLENTY OF
THAT PURE, HEALTHFUL BEER
c' Belvedere
the Master Brew
IT WILL COOL- YOU, REFRESH YOU AND DO
YOUR WHOLE SYSTEM A WORLD OF GOOD. DOC-
TORS RECOMMEND IT. IT'S MADE FROM PURE
MALT AND HOPS, THAT'S WHY. IT STRENGTH-
ENS AND BUILDS UP. IT'S A TONIC, AS WELL
AS THE MOST REFRESHING DRINK THAT EVER
PASSED THE PORTALS OF YOUR LIPS.
paducab Brewery Company
PADUCAH, KENTUCKY.
Ask Your Grocer
For KEVIL'S
,ARISIOCRAI FLOUR
The Standard Flour o
The World,
E. G. BOONE,
GENERAL INSURANC.3 AND REAL ESTATE AGENCY. &PSC.
IAL ATTENTION TO ALL CLASS OF GUARANTY BONDS.
DON'T AIM YOUR FRIENDS-WE FURNISH SECURITIE
OLD PHONE NO. sod.
./ 
Serious Charges Accidental. Death'.
BROUGHT BY A HUSBAND IN A4
SUIT FOR DIVORCE.
Accuses His Wife Not Only of Aad•
tatty, hut of Having Robbed Him
of a Goodly Sum.
A mutt was filed in circuit carat
Friday that will be a !emotional six-
prime to many People of the comity.
Will MloClure, the well-Insoles k ant-. name to .an, ossamtonlv
tier and sawmill man of Oaks. this calheil 'Sable Bean, was
county, through his attorneys, JII edge yesterday afternoon near iota,
Lightfoot and Tayfor & L aces, shalt county, einer being
brought suit against his wife k c di- a gnaw Mr. Bean is about en years
vorce. - He also had money sap posed 'of age, and is partially deaf and was
to be in her hands, Illfrermifti ng to , walking along the railroad track of.-
abom Snow; attached. The p etition the X, C. & St. L railroad when 46.
chargea the woman with tai ailtery. !stretch by the passenger train that
Mr. McClure has Seen sick in bed ,arrives here at 1.3o p. in. The ac- •
foe several weeks, and unwed e to at- :eident occurred about t o'clock about
tend to his bunness, and b• alleges one mile south of Iola. Engineer *
rhat during this time his wife hi. Barbee. who had charge of die engine, w
been taking sums of mone y out of saw Mr. Bean in the weeds near the
his pothat, aelf Theanw punt now track and blew the whistle. The
reaches $1,000. Re aho n serts that tint, on account of his defective
a young man who is in ti employ ,ing and eyesight, did not see the
may have part of the rew ney, as he 'prinealsing locomotive and vet
and tile wife are churned with being upon the railroad track and woe
on intimate terms and have acted Death was instantaneous. His ho
generally in a' manner unbecoming. was stew Iola, and he formerly Ii
It is mid that the yea ' ng man and in Benton. He leaves two sons, J.
Mee. ItinClisre can she iost daily be and Steve Bean.
seen buggy riding tow titer. A few
day's alto the come's' hel' night McChtre
to Paducah to attend to some busi-
ness, and it is alteatell returned home
endings rafting for I eine Loring Scott died this week as a re-
IseetiMr. asrettitt Mnaletn CItet vnidsb recently, notand 
s
an ax by Ben Champion. Tae 
injarystiltofbeing struck on the head with
the suit is a sestwel to their troubles even pure,' accidental on the opt of ‘.
Champion, at Scott inadvdrttraly
Railroad Rmpi. phaeton' Meet- got in the way while Champion was
The booed of I irectors of the Illi- chiming wood. The men ore* :wel
twit Central its pital vet yesterday Wolfs fat/niers, and the accide
•
a
A ehild, aged twelve months of Mr.
Clarence Warnock died yeaterdllY
meaning at Bit North Ninth street. 
Theinterment will take plat* today
at Colllerssille,
1 tot a Week for The Reltlatar. Subscribe tot the Regketer. •
to receive plena
to be made at
were not at
WM. BOMAN KILLD BY TlIkAIS EIS
MAR/MALL COUNT' .
YESTERDA.I.
Realdarat levier/taw ONO* Nit
An W Weallebapper end
Data lokmett
Wk his body hasty magi:tad arm
the last spark of Mt guilt she re-
Died Prom Accidental Wound.
Col. G. W. Lanerum. Smithland,
was in the city Friday and stated that
or the improvements ,cusfild a short time ago near
e hospital. The plans lend.
,actory and were re- The injured man lingered in gojected and not s ones ordered drawn spleits and for a while it was thou
ahd submitted at the next regular he would recover, but new compli
meeting crf ti e board. tions set in and messed his death.
Reports of the various departments Mr. Landeinn also said that nalin
of the Weed Anion were read and re- Sharp, who was shot a few
 day' ago
eeieed. Tit e directors veho were pre!), by wig Day% was
 
improving and
tot are: P, H. Egan, H. J. Seheniniti 'would recover. The shootidg oc-
I curred in the Panhandle sestion of7. J. Geri, t, J. W. Whedon, John Me-
Gnire +mil W. M. Hubbard. 'Livingston county. Doyle has never
i been apprehetided.
rang of Suit. 
Elute r Townsend, a young man of I Two Small Mishaps. .
the cit e, and a son of Mr. Al Town- Charles Parker, a well-known whit*
send, was placed under arrest and man, fell from a ladder at the Kroll
4040 d in the guardehouse at Cann) Mill and Lumber Company, in Mtn
er yesterday. It svas alleged that 'ichanicirburg, yesterday and hapset&
he used insulting language towards his foot.
Inlepector General Noel Gaines on the I E. Gambling was the victim oi sev-
sioands. eral cuts on the right bilge at the
Mr. Townsend claims be did not basket (artery yesterday by getting
do anything to justify such treatment hat member eaeget in a baud saw.
suit for $5,000 arc Troutman and SetA „dressed
de nunneeetelpinst Capt. Gaines.
atnadt cisayesinho. :evill file a
Vensig_Townsend is employed 
at.both initiate/ men's wound*.
Subscribe for the Register. , !
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